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Abstract

In many branches of science it is important to be able to measure elemental distri

butions on the micrometre level. Therefore a Synchrotron X-ray Fluorescence micro

beam has been built at the SRS, Daresbury. The synchrotron microprobe technique for 

trace element analysis (micro-SXRF) is the subject of this study.

This thesis begins with an overview of different microprobe techniques for trace element 

analysis. Features and capabilities are presented which are used to compare these meth

ods and to make clear the relation between micro-SXRF and the other microprobes. This 

is followed by a review of relevant literature, which is related to X-ray focussing in gen

eral and the application of synchrotron radiation for trace element analysis, as well as the 

design and development of synchrotron microbeams.

Tools are presented to calculate and judge the quality of optical shapes and configura

tions for the design of X-ray optics. Aberration theory is used to derive the necessary fo

cus conditions as well as the main aberration terms and ray-tracing to design the optical 

components of the microprobe. The conclusion of the calculations is that in the case of 

the single crystal option the ellipsoid has the best X-ray optical features.

Criteria have been formulated in order to design a microprobe for trace element analysis. 

Finally an ellipsoidally shaped concave bent S i(lll) crystal has been constructed as the 

basic element of the microprobe. The results are presented in terms of beam profiles and 

flux densities to demonstrate the focussing action of the bent crystal and in terms of de

tection limits and sensitivities to demonstrate the analytical features, which are consis

tent with calculations. A final resolution of 10x15 pm2 is obtained and a flux density of 

about 104 ph/(s.mA.pm2) is measured for 15 keV quasi-monochromatic radiation, which 

is able to detect femtogram levels in favourable cases.

The last part of this study is devoted to the design of X-ray optics for the ESRF (Greno

ble). Comparisons are made for what can be expected if the ESRF source parameters are 

used rather than the SRS source parameters for the same type of optics. A planar-ellip

soid combination seems to be a good option for focussing as well as managing the high 

intensity of the incident white beam.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Beam techniques for microanalysis

The development of materials and devices for high technology as well as the de

tailed study of certain types of biological, geological, (bio)- chemical, archaeological or 

extraterrestrial samples create extensive requirements for the analytical characterization 

of materials. At the present state of development various established analytical tech

niques are available to gain information about bulk composition and elemental concen

tration, the distribution and concentration of major, minor and trace elements, impurities 

and dopants through micro analysis, the identification of surface contaminants and ad

sorbed species by surface analysis, and geometric and electronic structure [Gra87]. Table

1.1 shows different types of analytical characterization of solid materials, and the meth

ods which are able to provide this type of information. During the past decades, there has 

been a proliferation of new physical techniques for elemental analysis with particular 

emphasis on the analysis of extremely small specimen volumes with high sensitivity.

Analytical Characterization Type of Analysis Type of Analytical Method*

Bulk Composition Bulk
AAS, OES, (S)XRF, MS, 
Activation Analysis, 
Chemical Methods

Distribution of Elements 
and Phases

Surface, Interface 
and in-situ Micro

EPMA, SEM, TEM (EDX, 
TEELS), SIMS, LAMMA, 
XPS, AES, RBS, ISS, PIXE, 
SXRF

Geometric Structure Geom. Structure XRD, TEM, THEED, IR, 
RAMAN, NMR, EXAFS

Electronic Structure Electr. Structure UPS, XPS, X-ray Valence 
Band Spectroscopy

* The acronym* are defined in Appendix 1.

Table 1.1 The analytical characterization of solid materials

The need for techniques that can determine trace element concentrations in a variety of 

specimens is growing rapidly. In biology, the so called essential elements such as copper 

and zinc, in low concentrations, play a crucial role in living material. The awareness that
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toxic elements, even in very low concentrations, can detrimentally influence the bio

sphere highlights the importance of conclusive analytical procedures. In geology, the 

abundance of (volatile) trace elements in rocks and sediments often records their history 

of formation in terms of temperatures and pressures during formation or in terms of cool

ing rates. In material science and especially in the semiconductor industry, there is a 

growing need for high purity materials. Monitoring of the production process and assess

ment of the final product demands sensitive analysis with precise quantitative results.

In this thesis the design, the X-ray optical features and analytical capabilities of a 

Synchrotron X-ray microprobe for elemental analysis are presented. It is therefore illus

trative to fit this technique into the existing picture of similar techniques, e.g. those de

scribed by Grasserbauer [Gra87], Wittry [Wit80], Russ [Rus85] and Shaffner [Sha86]. 

These physical techniques, also called beam techniques, involve bombardment of the 

specimen with particles or electromagnetic radiation in order a) to produce a particular 

excitation of the elements in the specimen, which can be detected by the emission of par

ticles or electromagnetic radiation or b) to obtain information about the speciinen by 

scattering or absorption of the incident particles or radiation. The specimen can be bom

barded by electrons, ions (protons), X-rays or light, and various signals consisting of 

electromagnetic waves, charged particles or sound waves can be detected. In order to ob

tain information on the elemental composition of the specimen, it is in most cases neces

sary to use some kind of spectrometer e.g. an X-ray spectrometer (X.S.), an optical 

spectrometer (O.S.), an electron spectrometer (E.S.), an ion spectrometer (I.S.) or a mass 

spectrometer (M.S.). All techniques of microanalysis must utilize some method to local

ize the analysis. Wittry [Wit80] has categorized the various methods that have been used 

for spatial localization in the various microanalytical techniques.

Area localization

- By focussing the exciting beam (microprobe method)

- By focussing the emitted or transmitted beam (selected area method)

Depth localization

- By using reactions with small excitation depth
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- By using signals with small escape depth

- By using very thin specimens

It is in principle possible to use either the microprobe method or the selected area method 

for spatial localization. Sometimes it is not possible to use the selected area method, e.g. 

EPMA, PIXE and Scanning Absorption X-ray Microscopy. For the comparison of the 

SXRF microprobe with other microprobes only techniques based on the microprobe 

method will be discussed. Some typical cases of micro analytical techniques based on 

bombardment of the specimen by focussed electrons, ions. X-rays or optical photons are 

shown in the figures 1.1-1.4. In order to obtain elemental composition of the specimen 

with micrometre resolution, different microbeam techniques are used nowadays, such as: 

EPMA, PIXE, LAMMA, SIMS and SXRF. To compare these techniques the criteria de

scribed by Russ [Rus85] are adopted:

- What is measured ?

- Where is it measured, both in depth or lateral extent ?

- Whether the method is or is not destructive ?

- What are typical detection limits and how does this vary with element and matrix ?

- What special attributes are offered, such as turn around time, sample preparation, 

depth profiling, chemical state etc. ?

- The method capable of quantitative results based on calibration and/or theoretical 

models ?

1.1.1 EPMA - Electron Probe Micro Analysis

The electron probe represents the first and most widely used microprobe technique 

in research and industrial laboratories. On a routine basis elemental compositions are de

termined by measuring X-ray energies or wavelengths by energy or wavelength disper

sive spectrometers. Because electrons are used for excitation, it is possible to focus the 

beam to a very area (of the order of nm2) by electromagnetic focussing. Electrons lose 

energy very rapidly in solids, so the depth of excitation is much less than with e.g. XRF. 

The detection volume is in the order of cubic microns, owing to multiple scattering.
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Fig. 1.1 - 1.4 Microanalytical techniques based on focussed elec
trons, ions, optical photons and X-rays respectively.
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which limits the lateral resolution. The use of an electron beam also requires a moderate

ly good vacuum system. Because of the impracticality of obtaining large suites of stan

dard samples that are homogeneous on a fine scale, there is much emphasis in EPMA on 

fundamental theory for quantification. Major efforts have been made to quantify ele

ments such as B, C, N and O by improved correction procedures for e.g. fluorescence 

production depth and absorption, and mass absorption coefficients have been evaluated 

with high accuracy. This means that light elements can be quantified with an accuracy of 

a few percent (relative). Elemental mapping is possible by beam scanning.

method electrons in, X-rays out
depth about 1 pm
lateral extent about 1 pm
beam-sample interaction radiation damage for biological material
detection limits typically 100 ppm
elemental range Z greater than 5B
quanti- or qualitative quant, using fundamental theory and calibration methods

Table 1.2 Characteristics of Electron Probe Micro Analysis

1.1.2 PIXE - Proton Induced X-ray Emission

Most commonly, proton beams (1-3 MeV) are used from cyclotrons or Van de 

Graaff generators. These beams can be focussed to a fine probe of about 1 pm in diame

ter and sub-micron beams are in development. The signal- to-background ratio for char-

method ions in, X-rays out
depth 1 pm - 100 pm (depends on element line and matrix)
lateral extent about 1 pm
beam-sample interaction radiation damage for biological material
detection limits typically 1 ppm
elemental range Z greater than i2Mg
quanti- or qualitative quant, using fundamental theory and calibration methods

Table 1.3 Characteristics of Particle Induced X-ray Emission

acteristic X-ray lines is significantly better, by about a factor 100, compared to excitation 

by electrons of energy 10-50 keV, yielding relative detection limits in the pgg'1 range.
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The sensitivity is, however, strongly dependent on both element detected and the matrix, 

and the time required for measurements giving a detection limit of this order can vary 

widely, typically from a few minutes up to an hour. Quantification is straightforward 

with (relative) sensitivity factors. Accuracy is comparable to that of EPMA. In addition, 

the use of focussed proton beams makes it possible to perform a microanalysis using 

other signals resulting from the beam-specimen interaction, e.g. Rutherford Backscatter- 

ing (RBS), Prompt Radiation Analysis (PRA) and Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA). El

emental mapping is possible by beam or sample scanning. Often recognized as a 

disadvantage of PIXE is its need for a MV ion accelerator, which limits the technique to 

fewer laboratories.

1.13 LAMMA - Laser Microprobe Mass Analysis

In this method a laser is used as excitation source and by optical focussing a lateral 

resolution of about lpm can be obtained. A high power pulse from the laser vaporizes 

the sample, creating a small plasma in which ions from the molecules or their fragments 

present are produced. These ions are extracted and analysed using preferentially a time- 

of-flight mass spectrometer. The degree of ionization in the plasma, and the extent to 

which sample molecules are fragmented vary greatly from one matrix to another. Consc-

method photons in, ions out
depth about 1 pm
lateral extent 1 - 5 pm
beam-sample interaction destructive
detection limits typically 10 ppm
elemental range Z greater than jH
quanti- or qualitative semi-quantitative

Table 1.4 Characteristics of Laser Microprobe Mass Analysis

quently, comparison with nearly identical standards or internal standards is most useful 

for semi-quantitative estimates of concentrations. Typical relative detection limits are in 
the low pgg'1 range.
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1.1.4 SIMS - Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry

The SIMS technique is based on excitation through the impact of ions in the ener

gy range E=l-20 keV. By varying the energy and the type of primary ions (02+. O', Ar+, 

Cs+) the mass spectrum obtained can be thoroughly optimized by the experimental con

ditions. The detection limits range from ngg'1 to pgg'1. Limitations of SIMS are the 

complexity of the mass spectra and the severe matrix effects. Quantification is difficult, 

because the complex processes in the plasma are not fully understood.

method ions in, ions out
depth 0.5 nm
lateral extent 0.5 pm
beam-sample interaction destructive
detection limits typically 10 ppb
elemental range Z greater than iH
quanti- or qualitative semi-quantitative

Table 1-5 Characteristics of Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry

L l i  SXRF - Synchrotron X-ray Fluorescence

Basically SXRF is not different from XRF performed with an X-ray tube. Howev

er, SXRF has a number of advantages, which makes it very attractive for a microprobe, 

such as a continuous spectrum with high intensity covering many orders of magnitude 

in wavelength, a high degree of polarisation, resulting in lower background, and natural 

collimation which makes it very attractive for focussing. Compared to focussing light or

method X-rays in. X-rays out
depth 10 pm - 10 mm
lateral extent 1 - 10 pm
beam-sample interaction non - destructive
detection limits typically 50 ppb
elemental range Z greater than $B
quanti- or qualitative quant, using fundamental theory and calibration methods

Table 1.6 Characteristics of Synchrotron X-ray Fluorescence
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charged particles the optics necessary to focus X-rays are much more complicated. The 

lateral resolution of existing focussed beams is in the 1-10 Jim range. Typical minimum 

detection limits are in the sub-ppm level. Advantages of a Synchrotron microprobe in

clude less beam or radiation damage and the smaller demand for vacuum. The main dis

advantage is its lack of convenience, because of the limited number of synchrotron 

sources where microprobes are available and its accessibility.

1.2 SXRF compared to other analytical microtechniques

1.2.1 Mass spectrometric and X-ray spectrometric methods

With the continued advance of experimental techniques it is possible to analyse the 

elemental composition and distribution of a material using focussed electrons, protons, 

heavy ions and photons (light and X-rays). Two classes of techniques can be distin

guished: the mass and the X-ray spectrometrie methods. LAMMA and SIMS are mass 

spectrométrie techniques and EPMA, PIXE and SXRF are X-ray spec trome trie tech

niques, where the detection system is a mass and an X-ray spectrometer respectively.

In general. X-ray spec trome trie methods are quantitative, because the interaction 

of the incoming particle and the matrix is understood and can be described by theoretical 

models. Quantitative results can be obtained by calibration and/or theoretical models. 

The physics underlying the interaction process of the incident beam and the matrix for 

mass spectrometric methods is not fully understood. Therefore quantification is difficult 

and can only be obtained by calibration with external standards with very similar compo

sition. Another difference between the two methods is that mass spectrometric tech

niques are necessarily destructive and X-ray spectrometric techniques are non

destructive as far as the incoming beam does not cause specimen damage.

1.22 Features of X-rays and synchrotron radiation

A feature of X-rays is that their interaction probability with atoms exhibits sharp 

peaks. The peaks occur in the energy region where the photoelectric cross-section for the 

creation of an inner-shell vacancy goes from zero to its maximum value as the incident 

photon energy is increased beyond a threshold value necessary to eject the bound elec
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tron. Thus a resonance exists with each electron energy level that is not available with 

electrons or protons as exciting particles. The sharp resonance, which can be used for se

lective excitation, accounts for an additional attraction of XRF for elemental analysis.

Synchrotron radiation offers a broad continuous spectrum of X-rays from which an 

excitation energy can be selected with a monochromator. In addition, X-rays have fluo

rescence cross-sections 10 - 103 times higher and fluorescence signal to background ra

tios 10 - 103 times larger than electrons or protons. X-rays also deposit 10'3 - 10‘5 as 

much energy in the sample for the same minimum detection limit [Che84a]. These esti

mates imply lower minimum detection limits and reduced heat and radiation damage to 

the material under study, depending upon the experimental conditions. Comparison of 

electron, proton and photon excited X-ray fluorescence applied to trace element analysis 

can be found in e.g. Cooper, Sparks et al. and Grodzins [Coo73, Spa79, Gro83] and in 

Kirz et al. [Kiz78] for radiation damage.

Other useful features of synchrotron radiation are the polarisation and the natural 

collimation of the X-ray beam. The X-ray beam is almost linearly polarised in the plane 

of the electrons in the ring, and therefore a high reduction of incoherent (Compton) scat

tering can be obtained by positioning the X-ray detector in this plane and at 90s with re

spect to the incident beam. The natural collimation is very attractive for the construction 

of microprobes, because even at long distance the acceptance of the optics can be high.

Compared to other microprobes the spatial resolution is still poor (1 -10 pm). Pho

tons are not charged and therefore electromagnetic lenses as used for focussing electrons 

and protons can not be applied. High energy photons (X-rays) and low energy photons 

(light) interact very differently with material and as a result dioptric focussing with lens

es is not an option. This is the reason that special focussing techniques for X-rays have 

been developed (see Chapter 2). A part of the investigation presented in this thesis is de

voted to the development of focussing devices for hard X-rays (E>10 keV).

Another important advantage of the use of X-rays is that the specimen may be ex

amined in its natural environment and does not need to be in a vacuum, which is of par

ticular interest for the study of wet samples, such as biological specimens.
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Recent reviews of the application of different analytical techniques to the study of 

geological and inoiganic materials as well as on surface characterisation, which highlight 

current trends, can be found in Jackson et al. [Jac89] and Fulghum et al. [Ful89].

1.3 Aim of the investigation

The investigation is directed to the design and the construction of a Synchrotron X- 

ray microprobe facility at the SRS, Daresbury (UK), which is able to perform trace ele

ment analysis at ppm or sub-ppm level with spatial resolution of the order of 10 pm. As 

will be shown in the chapter reviewing the literature. X-ray optics have already been de

veloped in the early 50s, but the construction of an X-ray microprobe failed both because 

of low intensity X-ray sources and a lack of the technology necessary to produce precise

ly figured and extremely smooth optical shapes. These problems can now be tackled with 

the availability of high intensity Synchrotron X-ray sources and high technology CNC- 

machines. As mentioned previously, the most difficult part of the construction of a Syn

chrotron microprobe is the manufacture of the X-ray optics for focussing hard X-rays. 

Although the ellipsoidally concave bent crystal which is used as the focussing device for 

the Daresbury X-ray microprobe has been developed for trace element analysis, the fo

cussing crystal and optics can also benefit applications in other X-ray fields such as e.g. 

scanning X-ray microscopy, X-ray image transmission, X-ray spectroscopy, X-ray inter

ferometry, focussing X-ray topography. X-ray lithography and X-ray tomography 

[Rie89].

1.4 Content of the thesis

In this thesis the development and performance of the Daresbury photon micro

probe setup are described. The capabilities and analytical features of the setup for micro- 

SXRF are shown as well as some applications of the microbeam in different research ar
eas.

Chapter 2 is a review of the literature concerning X-ray focussing in general, the 

application of synchrotron radiation for trace element analysis and the design and devel

opment of synchrotron photon microprobes for trace element analysis.
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Chapter 3 describes methods developed to calculate and to judge the quality of dif

ferent optical elements and configurations. These methods are aberration theory and ray
tracing.

Chapter 4 deals with the criteria for the design of the microprobe as well as the 

construction of focussing crystals.

Chapter 5 describes the experimental setup, tests and the measured specifications. 

The analytical features, sensitivities and minimum detection limits arc presented as well 

as some applications of the microbeam in different research fields. These measurements 

show the potential of the Daresbury X-ray microprobe.

In Chapter 6 calculations show what can be expected if the ESRF (Grenoble) 

source parameters arc used rather than the SRS (Daresbury) source parameters for differ

ent shapes and different combinations of optical components.

Finally, Chapter 7 deals with discussion, conclusions and recommendations for fu

ture work.
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Chapter 2

Focussing of X-rays

2.1 The focussing of X-rays in general

About twenty years after Röntgen discovered X-rays in 1895, de Broglie and Lin- 

demann [Brol4] and Rohmann [Rohl4] showed in 1914 that X-rays are focussed by a 

cylindrically bent sheet of mica, by registering the many diffracted beams on a photo

graphic plate. In 1916 Gouy [Goul6] pointed out that cylindrically bent crystals have the 

property to give monochromatic stigmadc images of linear X-ray sources placed near the 

cylinder axis. No experimental realization of this idea was known until von Himos [Ham 

32,33] published the results of his experiments in 1932 and 1933. The X-ray images are 

mostly related to the X-ray photographs used in medicine and other fields of radiography. 

Cylindrical crystals have also been used in X-ray spectroscopy in the so called "focus

sing spectrographs". The first operational focussing monochromators and spectrographs 

using bent crystals were designed and built by Johann [Joh31] and Cauchois 

[Cau32a,32b,33,34]. A detailed review of bent monochromators has been given by 

Roberts and Parrish [Rob68]. The important difference between the paths of rays in these 

arrangements and in the arrangement giving true X-ray images is that it is only in the lat
ter arrangement that there exists a correspondence between the points of the source and 

the points of the image [Ham39]. The possibility of obtaining X-ray images by specular 

reflection at grazing incidence from the surface of curved mirrors was mentioned as ear

ly as 1929 by Jentzsch [Jen29] and the concept was revived in the late 1940s by Ehren- 

berg [Ehr47,49] and Kirkpatrick and Baez [Kir48].

At that time and continuing into the 1950s theoretical work and some experimental 

effort were devoted mainly to the study and development of X-ray microscopes [Cos60]. 

The initial enthusiasm slowly evaporated after it became evident that the achievement of 

high resolution was beset with experimental difficulties, particularly related to the prob

lems of producing very precisely figured and extremely smooth minors. The 1960s saw a 

revival of X-ray optics stimulated by the prospects of carrying X-ray telescopes on rock

ets and satellites above the atmosphere, in order to study extraterrestrial X-ray sources
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[Fra77]. Since the second half of the 1970s X-ray scientists have been challenged to 

study, design and build new optical devices such as mirrors, crystals, different types of 

monochromators, gratings, multilayers etc. with renewed interest because of intense syn

chrotron X-ray sources available at electron storage rings all over the world [Pro78]. Af

ter synchrotron radiation had been used as a tool for trace element analysis [Gor82, 

Bos84, Spa80] in the early 1980s, scientists became more interested in the design and re

alization of X-ray microprobes [Spa80, Pri84a,b, Che84a]. This development can be 

compared to the evolution of proton beams to smaller dimensions, only the latter devel

opment is more than a decade in advance over the X-ray microbeam development In 

brief, two domains of focussing optics can be distinguished:

Imaging optics: In fields such as radiography. X-ray microscopy and X-ray teles

copy, where one-to-one images are important the image formation is strongly de

pendent on the aberrations involved in the optics. The final resolution is more 

significant than the intensity of the X-ray beam.

- Non-imaging optics: In fields such as X-ray spectroscopy, EXAFS and Trace Ele

ment Analysis the optics are chosen in such a way that the highest flux density will 

be obtained and the criterion of one-to-one image is of no importance. Although 

the optics is defined as non-imaging, (trace) element mapping can be carried out by 

scanning techniques [Gur87, Bav88, Jon89, Gor90].

2.2 The focussing of X-rays for synchrotron microprobes

2.2.1 Advantages of synchrotron microprobes

In this paragraph attention is focussed on the published material concerning syn

chrotron microprobes applied to Trace Element Analysis. These reports about the design 

of X-ray microprobes have been published mainly in the first half of the 1980s. In a re

view article Chen et al. I Che84a] mentioned the advantages of X-ray microprobes over 

electron- and proton microprobes used for elemental analysis. These advantages have 

been documented by Sparks (Spa80a|, Gordon [Gor82,83] and Grodzins [Gro83]. Brief

ly, they include:
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- Higher signal to background ratio: The fluorescence S/B ratio from X-ray exci

tation is 10 2 - 10 3 times greater than that from electron excitation and 10 times 

greater than that from proton excitation.

- Lower energy deposition: X-rays deposit 10 3 - 10 5 times less energy in the 

sample for the same elemental detectability compared to electrons and protons. 

Thus the likelihood of breaking chemical bonds, redistributing and/or volatilizing 

susceptible elements, e.g. Br and As, is less with X-ray excitation.

- Favourable operating conditions: Sample analysis with X-rays can be carried 

out in a non-vacuum environment e.g. in air, helium, aqueous surroundings etc.

- Lower minimum detection limits: Under optimum conditions, MDL’s as low as 

10 ppm can be achieved with electron probes, but in routine analysis for most ele

ments the practical lower limit of detection is about 100 ppm. With a proton micro- 

probe detection limits of about 10 ppm have been reported. X-ray setups have 

achieved measured MDL’s of 10-100 ppb.

- Higher penetrating depth: A disadvantage of X-ray fluorescence microprobes is 

sometimes the much higher penetrating depth of X-rays. In Carbon a 15 keV elec

tron has a range of 2.5 pm; a 3 MeV proton has a range of 73 pm; whereas a 20 

keV photon has a mean free path of about 1 cm.

2.2.2 X-ray focussing techniques

The absence of X-ray (X -  0.1 nm) optics analogous to light optics is due to the fact 

that in practice X-rays are not refracted by materials. This is because the refractive index 

(n) is only slightly smaller than one (1-n -  10 '5 - 10 "*). In consequence, X-rays can be 

reflected externally in going from an electronic less dense medium to an electronic dens

er medium. This is in contrast to light Alternative focussing techniques have been devel

oped for X-rays. There are at least six ways to obtain synchrotron X-ray microbeams:

- Collimation of the synchrotron beam by the use of appropriate slits or pinholes 

[Che84a,b, Pet84,86, Bav88, Riv89];

- The use of (Bragg-) Fresnel zone plates [Sch84, Ari87,89a,b];
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- Specular reflection from metal coated curved mirror surfaces [Jon87];

- Glancing incidence gratings [Het86];

- Bragg diffraction from (doubly) bent crystallographic planes [Lan87, Lan90a, 

Bar89a,b, Ant89];

- Reflection from Layered Synthetic Microstructures or multilayers [Und81, Bil83, 

Pia88, Dhe89].

2.2.2.1 Pinholes

The simplest way to obtain small beams of about 10 pm in diameter is by reduc

tion of the beam size. This can be done by collimating the synchrotron beam by the use 

of appropriate slits and/or pinholes. Pinholes often consist of a layered structure of dis

tinct materials, such as platinum/gold [Riv89] or platinum/iridium [Pet86J. These sand

wich materials are needed to absorb not only the primary beam but also the characteristic 

X-rays of the main absorber. A material often used for slits is tantalum. Small holes in 

these materials can be produced by laser drilling or by spark sputtering techniques.

2.2.2.2 Zone plates

The only X-ray focussing optic which has been used successfully to give submi

crometre resolution in the soft X-ray regime is the Fresnel zone plate. A Fresnel zone 

plate is a device which acts as a lens. The focal length of, and the object and image dis

tances in the image formation by, a zone plate are related in the same way as for a con

ventional lens, described by the lens formula (1/f = l/o + 1/i). Consider a plane wave of 

wavelength A., travelling in a particular direction. The wavefront at a given instant of 

time may be divided into a number of concentric zones in such a way that each zone is 

one-half of a wavelength farther away from a point P on the optical axis than the next 

smaller zone. The elementary zone plate is a thin membrane with a radially symmetric 

set of concentric rings comprising transparent and opaque areas. Each alternate zone is 

rendered opaque so that the contributions at point P from the remaining zones all add in 

phase [Mey72]. Zone plates capable of imaging specimens to a resolution better than 1/ 

10th of a micrometre can be produced either by optical interferometric techniques or by 

lithography using a scanning electron microscope [Duk90],
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Kirz [Kiz74] mentions the following disadvantages of zoneplates: (i) their light 

collecting power is very poor, (ii) they suffer from high background, (iii) they are highly 

chromatic and (iv) they are difficult to produce. Published material on Fresnel zoneplates 

will not be further examined, because they are mainly used in X-ray microscopy for ob

taining high quality images in the soft x-ray region (X> 0.15 nm) [Sch84, Ari87]. For 

these reasons, for the construction of a synchrotron microprobe for trace element analy

sis zoneplates seem not to be very useful. Despite these disadvantages, recently Saitoh et 

al. [Sai89b] reported the development of circular zone plates for hard X-rays, fabricated 

by dc planar magnetron sputtering. These zone plates consisted of either 5 or 20 pairs of 

alternating WSi2 and C layers. The minimum focal spot size attained, using 8 keV syn

chrotron radiation, was less than 3 X 10 pm2 in the vertical and horizontal directions re

spectively. The efficiency of the zone plate with 20 layer pairs was determined to be 

about 4.5%.

One other development on the Fresnel lens is worth mentioning, the so called 

Bragg-Fresnel lens. A crystal lattice at the exact Bragg position can be used as a diffrac- 

tor for X-rays. Aristov and coworkers managed to produce zoneplates based on the idea 

of using Bragg diffraction on a crystal with a Fresnel zone structure artificially formed 

on its surface (a Bragg-Fresnel lens) [Ari87,88,89]. These devices do not have the limita
tions mentioned previously for Fresnel zone plates. The Bragg-Fresnel lens is still in de

velopment and seems very promising also for hard X-rays.

2.22.3 Mirrors

The refractive index of all materials for visible radiation is greater than one. In 

the far ultra-violet its value decreases rapidly to below unity. It is found that total reflec

tion takes place at a surface for rays arriving from the less dense medium, and not from 

the denser medium as with light. For rays incident at angles smaller than the critical an

gle (~ 1 mrad) a surface behaves like a mirror and reflection is almost 100% efficient for 

very short wavelengths, such as X-rays. High quality mirrors can be obtained by careful

ly polishing the surface. Often a polished substrate (e.g. glass) is used as a mirror with a 

deposited layer of a high Z material (e.g. platinum or gold) to enlarge the critical angle 

for total reflection.
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The dispersive element in grating light or X-ray dispersion is the optical grating. 

This is a planar or concave, transparent or reflecting surface upon which there are rulings 

at regular distances. The distance between the rulings is the ruling constant (grating con

stant). Gratings can be regarded as a surface upon which there are a great number of par

allel, regularly spaced, narrow slits. Thus the grating consists of a surface interrupted by 

grooves which play no part in the diffraction process. The spacing between the slits, the 

grating constant, has the same order of magnitude as the wavelength of the radiation to 

be dispersed. Among gratings the low-performance types are transmission gratings, 

while the higher-performance types operate on the reflecting principle [Mik74], In the 

wavelength region below 30 nm, gratings are used exclusively in the grazing-incidence 

configuration. In practice, optical gratings are limited in their use for wavelengths down 

to the soft X-ray region. Gratings are usually produced by photofabrication methods 

[Fra77],

2 ^ 5  Crystals

The reflection of X-rays at a smooth surface, as described above, is essentially 

similar to specular reflection in light optics and is governed by the same laws. Unlike 

visible radiations. X-rays are reflected also from crystals. The ‘reflection’ is due to dif

fraction from the regular lattice formed by the constituent atoms, and will thus occur 

only in certain well defined directions, described by Bragg’s law. As this is a three-di

mensional structure the ‘reflecting’ surface is not necessarily the physical surface of the 

crystal. Especially nowadays high purity single crystals, such as Si and Ge, of high sur

face quality and large dimensions (-10 cm) can be obtained from the semiconductor in

dustry.

2.2J2.6 Multilayers

Multilayers or Layered Synthetic Microstructures are manmade periodic layered 

structures of high enough quality to be considered as synthetic crystals. Layers of materi

als A and B having significant difference in their scattering powers for X-rays and uni

form thicknesses t, and q, are combined to form a sample of uniform period d=t„+t^.The

2.2.2.4 G ratings
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spacing d is equivalent to the Bragg spacing in natural crystals. Layer thicknesses may be 

varied in several ways during synthesis [Bar84]. The main technologies used at present 

to prepare short periods over large surfaces are obtained with sputtering processes 

[Dhe89].

2.23 Design of synchrotron microprobes

From 1980 the number of publications dealing with synchrotron radiation optics 

and the design and construction of microprobe systems for trace element analysis has 

been increasing. In general terms, Deslattes [Des80] comments on the use of monochro

mators and minors as well as on the effect of curvature and asymmetry of crystal planes.

Sparks et al. [Spa80b] mention the relative merits of crystals compared to minors 

for focussing synchrotron radiation at energies above 10 keV. As mirrors have critical 

angles of reflection typically 1/20 of the Bragg scattering angles for crystals, large mirror 

surface areas are required. Sagittal focussing is weak for minors and limits the amount of 

radiation intercepted. The authors show by calculation what size of focus one can expect 

using cylindrically bent crystals, considering the NSLS synchrotron X-ray source as a 

point source. Also Heald [Hea82] reports on the limitations in applying bent cylindrical 

minors to X-ray beam lines.

Howells et al. [Hws83] propose a multilayer coated Kirkpatrick-Baez minor (see 

also [Kir48]) (d = 2 nm, f = 0.2 m) to focus and monochromate radiation from 2-16 keV 

in the horizontal plane, followed by a vertically focussing minor to achieve a beam spot 

of 3 Jim.

Ice et al. [Ice84,88] examine minor, multilayer and crystal combinations from the 

point of view of producing the most intense image of the source, tunability, energy range 

and energy resolution. The authors compare at IS keV the ray tracing results from a non- 

dispersive multilayer system, a Kirkpatrick-Baez system and a doubly curved G e(lll) 

crystal. The Monte-Carlo simulations for each system show that intensities over 10 8 ph/ 

(s. urn2) arc possible.
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S i(lll) crystals have been tested by Batterman et al. [Bat83] and Mills et al. 

[MU86]. They used slotted bent crystals in order to prevent anticlastic bending as de

scribed by Sparks et al. [Spa82]. The entire crystal and bending device is so arranged 

that, coupled with the first crystal, a fixed exit beam height is maintained for all energies.

Gordon et al. [Gor87] described the design of a microprobe facility using a double 

monochromator followed by an 8:1 demagnification ellipsoidal mirror. It will focus the 

centre 240 pm of the source through the 30 pm pinhole to be placed about 4 mm in front 

of the target According to the authors, sensitivity calculations predict detection limits in 

the SO to 100 ppb range for 60 sec counting times using a solid state detector.

Bilderback et al. [BU83] made a design of a doubly focussing tunable (5-30 keV), 

wide bandpass optical system, made from layered synthetic micro-structures (LSM). The 

first element is thought to be a LSM deposited on a water cooled substrate in order to be 

able to intercept the direct synchrotron beam. It can be bent for vertical focussing and a 

whole set of LSM’s should be available to cover the energy range of interest The second 

LSM consists of a structure with a 10% bandpass built onto a flexible substrate that can 

be bent for sagittal focussing.

Prins et al. [Pri83,84a,b] report on the design of an X-ray microprobe at the SRS, 

Daresbury (U.K.). A doubly bent S i(lll)  crystal is chosen as the focussing element and 

an intensity o f-108 ph/(s.pm2) has been calculated for a 50 x 50 pm2 spotsize.

2.3 Experimental work with synchrotron microprobes

2.3.1 Collimated systems

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the most simple way to obtain a micro- 

probe is by placing a pinhole in the white beam. The two main disadvantages are obvi

ous. Firstly, no increase in flux density takes place by the lack of any focussing action 

and secondly, there is no energy definition in the beam, except the possibility to filter out 

low energy radiation, which worsens the detection limits obtainable.

Very useful work with a collimated system is possible as is nicely illustrated by Pe-
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tersen ct al. [Pct84,86]. The authors collimated the beam in two steps, namely with a first 

aperture (>200 pm) made of lead and a second collimator consisting of one of a set of 

pinholes ranging from 10-150  pm. Results are reported of measurements on carbon 

samples and aerosols.

Bavdaz et al. [Bav88] report on the use of a 1:1 mirror in front of the collimation 

in order to cut off higher energies, and the use of slit apertures as collimators. The au

thors claim resolutions better than 10 pm and show an example of an application on a 

space particle, collected by a high flying NASA aircraft.The second example shows the 

spectra of the printing ink of two precious antique documents printed by Gutenberg.

Chen et al. [Che84b,87J also use collimated beams, sometimes in combination 

with a channel cut Si-monochromator. The reported spot sizes vary from 20 x 20 pm2 to 
75 x 75 (lm2.

Another interesting application is the use of pinholes in combination with an undu- 

lator source. The radiation from an undulator is extremely intense, highly collimated in 

both the horizontal and vertical directions and is monochromatic with a bandwidth of 

about 1% [Riv89]. Rivers et al. [Riv89] used laser drilled pinholes 5-10  pm in diameter 

in 25 pm Pt and 100 pm Au, which were placed in a beam from an undulator a few mm 

upstream of the sample. The authors claim to have obtained better sensitivities with this 

beam of 10 pm resolution than using ordinary white bending magnet radiation.

2.3.2 Focussed systems

2.3.2.1 Cambridge (USA)

One of the first descriptions of focussing devices used to produce a synchrotron 

microbeam is given by Howell et al. [How75] and used in the first microprobe at the 

Cambridge Electron Accelerator [Hor72]. In addition to a mathematical formalism given 

to calculate the necessary mirror dimensions, experimental results are shown of the spot 

obtained at that time (1972-1973). The bent cylindrical mirror was made out of fused 

quartz; the cylinder had a radius of 10 cm and the surface area was 10 x 60 cm2.
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2.3.2.2 Ithaca (USA)

Bilderback et al. [Bil86] show results of a focussing system consisting of a 10 x 

60 cm2 Pt-coated reflecting surface that can be elastically bent from a radius of 400 m to 

infinity. This mirror receives horizontally focussed X-rays after they are diffracted from 

a bent asymmetrically cut G e(lll) monochromator. In this way they focussed the beam 

in the vertical plane from 5 mm to 300 pm and they measured a flux of 3.1012 photons/s 

into a 1.5 x 0.3 mm2 area. The X-ray energy was 8 keV; the storage ring operated at 5.3 

GeV, 70 mA and the station was at a wiggler line intercepting 2 mrad.

2.3.2.3 Daresbury (UK)

Van Langevelde et al. [Lan87] and Lenglet et al. [Len87] describe the use of a 

doubly bent S i(lll) crystal in a toroidal shape in order to focus X-rays of 20 keV. The 

authors use 100 pm thick Si wafers with a diameter of 50 mm. The minimum value of 

the sagittal radius of curvature is about 10 cm to prevent breaking of the crystal. In order 

to obtain an astigmatic optical system, it is shown that for the chosen energy the meridi

onal curvature should be 10 m. The crystal was attached to an Al-mould of the appropri

ate shape using polyethylene foil as adhesive. The crystal is placed directly in the white 

beam and acts as both monochromator and focussing unit. The optics was tested at 

Daresbury on a wiggler station, while the ring was running at 2 GeV and -100mA. The 

measured flux density was 200 ph/(s.mA.pm2). As an example the setup was used to 

scan over the cross section of a coronary artery [Len88]. Recently, the authors replaced 

the toroidally shaped crystal by an ellipsoid, for which the mould is made on a comput

erized lathe. Van Langevelde [Lan90a] reports better focussing properties and, also im

portant, flux densities at least 2 orders of magnitude better than the values obtained with 

a toroid (see Chapter 5).

2.3 2.4  Brook haven (USA)

Another method of focussing the beam is described by Thompson et al. [Tho87, 

88,89] and Underwood et al. [Und86,88]. They use two spherical mirrors in a Kirk- 

patrick-Baez geometry [Kir48] which considerably reduces the astigmatism inherent to
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spherical mirrors for images of off-axis points. In order to have a high flux beam, the au

thors use multilayer reflectors selecting a relatively wide bandpass of about 1 keV at the 

selected energy of 10 keV. The mirrors are made by the deposition of alternating layers 

of two elemental materials to form a structure of periodically varying electron density 

and hence of varying complex refractive index. The layers must be extremely thin, but, 

recently, evaporation and sputtering techniques have been developed that allow layers as 

thin as .75 nm to be achieved. It is obvious that in addition extreme demands are set on 

the smoothness of the substrate. For their measurements, the authors use two different 

mirrors. The upstream mirror was coated with 200 layers of W and C with a 2d spacing 

of 5.8 nm, the second mirror with 100 layer pairs with a spacing of 8.7 nm. The beams- 

pot obtained is less than 10 x 10 pm2 and the available intensities 108 to 109 photons/s, 

depending on the experimental station used.

The first applications of this set up include the measurement of the Fe distribution 

along a filament of blue-green algae [Gia88], a number of spot measurements on a tissue 

section of rat melanoma [Tho881 and measurements on fluid inclusions containing an 

aqueous calcium chloride solution [Fra88].

2.3.2.5 Novosibirsk (USSR)

The design of a synchrotron radiation X-ray fluorescence analysis station in

stalled at the VEPP-3, Novosibirsk (USSR) (using highly bent crystal monochromators 

made from formed pyrolytic graphite)is described by Antonov et al. [Ant89J and Bary- 

shev et al. [Bar89a,b] . Samples are excited by monochromatized synchrotron radiation 

beams produced by placing a crystal monochromator behind a 2T wiggler magnet The 

ring operated at 2 GeV and 100-200 mA. A conic formed crystal of pyrolytic 40 mm 

long graphite with 20 mm (entrance) and 12 mm (exit) bending radii was used as the 

monochromator and focussing device. Such a crystal makes it possible to obtain a quasi

monochroma tic X-ray beam within a 20-29 keV energy range with a spectral width of 

20%-30% and a minimum focal size of 1.5 to 2 mm. The flux increase compared to a flat 

graphite monochromator was a factor of 20. Using a scanning system, the authors ob

tained elemental maps of geological and biological objects at concentrations down to 1 

ppm and spatial resolution down to 30 pm by the use of collimators.
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2.32.6  T sukuba (Japan)

The advantage of using mirrors is that below the energy corresponding to the crit

ical angle the focussing properties are energy independent In combination with filters to 

cut off low energies, broad band excitation is feasible while maintaining good focussing 

properties. The production of these mirrors, however, is not easy. Moreover, mirror sur

faces arc very sensitive to deposits and surface alterations influenced by the beam. Ow

ing to the glancing incidence of a few mrad, the mirror has to be quite large in order to 

intercept a sufficient part of the beam. Goshi et al. [Gos87] adopted the Wolter type I 

mirror system [Wol52]. The synchrotron radiation X-ray microanalyzer was installed on 

the beamline 4A at the Photon Factory (Japan). The design considerations were de

scribed by Aoki et al. [Aok87J and Goshi et al. [Gos88]. Hayakawa et al. [Hay89a,b] ob

tained a minimum beam size of 1.6 pm in the sagittal plane and 34 pm in the meridional 

plane using a condensor mirror, which brings the beam to an intermediate focus which 

serves as a source for the focussing Wolter mirrors. The operating energy was 10 keV 

and the authors claim sufficient flux to perform trace element analysis.

2.4 The focussing of X-rays for laboratory-based microprobes

Although the most serious limitation to the use of X-rays in microfluorescence on 

microprobe application is the lack of intensity, the construction of laboratory-based X- 

ray microprobe is in development Wittry [Wit89] et al. report about the possibility of a 

laboratory instrument based on doubly curved crystals. The experiments consisted of 

cutting thin, cylindrically curved lamellae of single crystal germanium (111), polishing 

and bending them at an elevated temperature over a spherical mould. A spherical mould 

can be used because the Bragg angle for the (333) reflection of the copper line is nearly 

45 degrees. Only three or four characteristic X-ray lines arc needed to excite most of the 

elements, so the use of three or four single crystal diffractors, bent to a curvature such 

that all have the same source-to-image distance, configured in the Johansson geometry, 

gives a practical instrument for microprobe X-ray fluorescence analysis.

A laboratory-based X-ray microprobe, composed of a high-brilliance microfocus 

X-ray tube coupled with a small glass capillary, has been developed for material applica
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tions [Car89]. The authors show that a spatial resolution between 5 and 6 pm is possible 

by the use of a 10 pm glass capillary. Because of total external reflection of X-rays from 

the smooth inside bore of the Pyrex-glass capillary, intensity gains of as much as 180 

fold compared to aperture collimation only were obtained. The laboratory X-ray micro

probe has been used for the detection of the bulk composition of metals, ceramics and 
geological materials.
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Chapter 3

A b e rra tio n  theo ry  a n d  ray -trac in g

3.1 Introduction

For the design of an optical system, information about the image forming qualities 

is needed. If a point object can be projected into a point image, then the system is said to 

be "diffraction limited” [Hws83]. However there are other limitations besides diffraction 

that prevent an image from being a true likeness of the object These are called aberra

tions. Some of them are known as regular, such as geometrical or chromatic aberrations, 

others are "irregular", such as for instance aberrations due to strain in crystals resulting 

from either dislocations or surface defects or deformation due to the heat load dissipated 

by the synchrotron beam.

Historically the first method of judging optical systems is based upon aberration or 

Seidel theory [Dri78J. Another method is ray-tracing, which is often used to calculate the 

optical path of many rays, with different starting conditions, to simulate a whole beam

line with different optical components by fast computer codes [Dri78]. The results then 

are not in terms of aberration coefficients but in terms of distributions of relative intensi

ties. This chapter deals with aberration theory and ray-tracing. Aberration theory is used 

to derive the necessary focus conditions and to calculate the first non-zero coefficients of 

the main aberration terms. Ray-tracing is used to design the optical components (reflec

tors or Bragg diffractors) of the microprobe, implemented in the computer code as geo

metrical surfaces.

3.2 Aberration theory

3.2.1 Introduction

The usual method in aberration theory to evaluate the projection of the object on 

the image plane is to consider the "Eikonal function", i.e. the characteristic function con

nected to the optical length of each ray through the optical system [Buc70]. The charac

teristic function of an optical system is approximated by a polynomial, containing terms
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up to the third, fifth or seventh order. The geometrical optical aberrations are obtained by 

a derivative of the difference of the optical path function of the principal ray and a skew 

ray which is supposed to be reflected or diffracted (see section 3.2.2). The best image is 

then determined by considering the conditions in which the first terms of the derived se

ries vanish. Following Seidel’s terminology, the image forming qualities can be de

scribed by five quantities: spherical aberration, coma, astigmatism, curvature of the field 

and distortion, which are related to coefficients of the polynomial. However for X-ray 

optical applications Seidel’s theory can not be used to determine the aberration coeffi

cients, because it holds only for symmetrical systems. Also principal rays, i.e. rays 

through the centre of the entrance pupil, are treated paraxially. This is in strong contrast 

to mirrors, multilayers and crystals as X-ray optical components where the principal rays 

always are far off axis or far off the normal of the optical surface. Beutler [Beu45], Haber 

[Hab50] and Namioka [Nam61] respectively showed that for spherical concave, toroidal 

and ellipsoidal concave gratings it is possible, to describe the optical path difference be

tween a skew ray and the central or principal ray, ending up with terms related to quanti

ties similar to those of Seidel. In the next section focus conditions for optical surfaces are 

derived following the procedure first described by Beutler for spherical gratings [Beu45].

3.2.2 Derivation of focus conditions

Mirror, multilayer and crystal systems with oblique incidence are non-centered 

systems where the “optical axis” of the components no longer coincides with the “instru

ment axis”. The instrument axis or “zero axis” is that principal ray, i.e., a ray through the 

centre of the aperture diaphragm, which connects the centres of the object and image 

field. The treatment is restricted to those cases where all important centers lie in one 

plane, i.e. the meridional plane.

Consider a (semi)-symmetric, i.e. a plane of symmetry in the meridional plane, and 

regular optical system [Buc70]. An optical system is called regular with respect to a cho

sen coordinate basis if the characteristic function T can be written into a power series in 

terms of these coordinates. The characteristic function T describes the optical length in 

an optical system S with T=To+t, where Tq is the optical path length of the principal ray,
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I is called the aberration function, and all aberrations of S arc absent if t=0. In practice 

the aberration function t is non-zero and therefore can be expanded into a power series. 

Following the procedure of Beutler the terms in the power series are rearranged in such 

a way that new terms Tn (n>l) are formed. Each term Tn corresponds to particular pow

ers and cross terms of the coordinates in which the optical surface is developed and can 

be related to Seidel’s aberration quantities mentioned previously. According to Noda et 

al. [Nod74] the optical surface can be expressed as:

where â Q = ajo = 0 and j is even, owing to the position of the origin and the plane of 

symmetry (see fig. 3.1). Using Maclaurin’s theorem [Arf71] the coefficients aÿ can be 

calculated for different optical surfaces or less formally by substituting equation 3.1 into

the equation of the optical surface and grouping the coefficients belonging to the same 

powers. Appendix 2 shows the equation of the optical surface for the following surfaces: 

meridional cylinder, sagittal cylinder, sphere, toroid, paraboloid and ellipsoid. The equa

(3.1)
i = 0j = 0

: P (x .y .z>

Y

A (x 0.y0 .20 )

Fig. 3.1 Schematic diagram of the optical system
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tion of the optical surface is based on the local cartesian system of coordinates where the 

principal ray connects the centre of the object, the origin and the centre of the image. Ap

pendix 3 lists the coefficients a,j up to the fourth order for these surfaces.According to 

Haber, it is assumed that a ray leaves the point A (x, ,ya ,Zg), hits the surface described by 

equation 3.1 and coefficients from Appendix 3 at point P (x,y,z), is then reflected and fi

nally reaches point B (xj, ,yb .z*,) (see fig. 3.1). By varying the position of point P over 

the area of the surface, the various lengths of the paths AP and PB can be determined, 
and the formation and imperfections of the image can be examined. For the ray APB, the 

light path function T is:

T = AP + PB (3.2)

1
l ( x , - x ) 2 + ( y , - y ) 2 + ( x , - x ) V (3.3)

1

[<xb- x ) 2 + ( y b- y ) 2+ ( z b- x ) V (3.4)

xa = r« « * a (3.5)

y . = V " i a (3.6)

xb *  rbCOJP (3.7)

yb = rbJmp (3.8)

In the equations 3.5 -  3.8 a  and 0 are, respectively the angles of incidence and reflec

tion, both measured in the xy-plane. The total light path function for a particular ray in 

terms of the coefficients â j can be derived by substituting equations 3.1 and 3.3 - 3.8 

into 3.2 and carrying out power-series expansions. The total value of AP+PB expressed 

in the different coefficients a,j can be found in Appendix 4.
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In the theory of gratings there is an additional term in the light path function which 

describes the phase dependence related to the grating constant. The characteristic func

tion represents the permissible lengths of the various light paths from A to B (see fig. 

3.1), arriving with the same phase, as the point P wanders over the ruled surface of the 

grating in order to produce positive interference of the amplitudes. The geometrical 

shape of the grating is an integral part of the diffraction process and the image formation. 

Therefore diffraction and geometry cannot be treated separately, this in contrast to crys

tals and multilayers where Bragg diffraction can be considered to some extent indepen

dently from the geometrical shape.

As Beutler [Beu45] has demonstrated in detail for a spherical surface, the consecu

tive members of T „ (see also Appendix 4) have, individually, a physical significance as 

to the image formation and its imperfections. Also for surfaces other than a sphere the in

dividual terms control the various conditions for the foci and for the image deficiencies 

in the following order: Tq (optical path length of the principal ray), T j (condition for 

Bragg diffraction), T2 (primary focus condition), T3 (astigmatism), T4 (coma), and T5 

(spherical, toriodal and elliptical aberrations). The conditions for a strict focus require 

that the partial derivatives of the consecutive members Tn with respect to the variables y 

and z vanish.

X]: Reflection condition This term can be made zero for |a| = |P|, this means the condi

tion for symmetric Bragg reflection.

T2: Primary focus condition By setting the lowest order term of dT^dy to zero, the fol

lowing equation expresses the primary focus condition (i.e. meridional focus):

i + i
r,  rb

(3.9)

where |a | = |P| and a  = 90° - Gg, if a2o* 0. The non-zero resulting terms in the series of 

dT^)y are used to calculate the primary focus aberrations.
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T3: Astigmatism From the law of reflection it can be deduced that the relation

z,a
rb

( 3 . 10)
r,

holds. This relation is equivalent to the magnification.

Hence, the primary astigmatism condition, i.e. sagittal focus, is

r,+rh ~ (3.11)

ifa<)2*0.

Combining the conditions described by equation 3.9 and 3.11 leads to

(3.12)

for ao2 *  0 and &20 * Tl»c equations 3.9 and 3.11 are known as the Coddington equa

tions and act as the lens formula. Suppose for instance a sphere with radius R, then, for 

dioptric focussing with lenses, equation 3.13 holds for light and 3.14 for X-rays [Fra77]:

The symbol 5 is known as the unit decrement of refractive index n of a particular materi

al for X-rays. The negative sign in equation 3.14 indicates that the focussing action is in 

the opposite sense to that familiar with light; for an initially parallel beam of X-rays a bi

convex lens will be divergent and a biconcave lens will be convergent. Reflection focus

sing of X-rays has the following meridional focal lengths for concave spherical shapes at 

the critical angle for mirrors (3.15), and at the Bragg angle for crystals (3.16) and multi
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layers (3.17) respectively:

— = 2_  
fm R M

( 3 . 15)

J_  _  4d
fm “ EX (316)

1 _ 4 ( d A + dB)

fm E C
(3.17)

where d is the Bragg spacing and d^+djj the sum of the thicknesses of the alternating 

layers of material A and B in the multilayer. Equation 3.15 can be derived by substituting 

into the meridional part of the Coddington equations (3.9) the relation for total external 

reflection, i.e.:

sinic = J2S  (3.18)

where i«. is the critical angle at which total reflection takes place [Fra77J. Equations 3.16 

and 3.17 follow from substituting Bragg’s law into equation 3.9, i.e.:

nA. =  2d sin0B (3.19)

where n is the order of reflection. By applying Bragg’s law to equation 3.12 it turns out 

that the condition for astigmatism can be fulfilled for only one particular wavelength or 

energy, if the ratio of a2o anti »02 *s fixeti- It can be deduced, using the coefficients aÿ 
from Appendix 3, that only the toroid and ellipsoid fulfill this condition. By choosing ra, 

rj, and the energy, the ratio of the radii of curvature is a constant. For the toroid this is im

mediately obvious from the coefficients ao2 and &20- For die ellipsoid the local radii of 

curvature can be calculated using the analytical expression known from mathematical
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textbooks:

R  =
U  + (y1)2]2 

ly"l

The meridional radius of curvature applied to an ellipse defined as :

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

The sagittal and meridional radii are found to be the same as the ones of the toroid for the 

same parameters ra, rj, and Og.

For applications of crystals in the X-ray regime, using the focus conditions, the remain

ing terms T4 and T5 cannot be made zero. Since the partial derivatives have the geomet

rical significance of angles, the displacement of the diffracted rays from the true focus B 

can be calculated. The displacement is given by:

(3.23)

where v is the respective variable (y for the meridional and z for the sagittal direction) 

and <)> the angle between the reflected ray and the normal of the focal plane at B. In the 

next section the displacements are calculated for the main terms for an actual situation.

3.2.3 Calculation of aberration terms

To give an idea of the different aberrations for an actual situation with realistic cur

vatures the following example is given. By realistic curvatures are meant those which 

still can be produced in practice and are useful for focussing. Suppose having a sagittal
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cylinder, a toroid and an ellipsoid with experimental conditions as follows:

E -  15 keV

9B = 7.57° (for Si(lll)) 

p = 0.1m and/or R = 5.74 m 

ra = 80 m 

rj, = 0.38 m

with p the sagittal and R the meridional radius of curvature, respectively. The critical pa

rameter is the sagittal radius of curvature. When this radius is fixed together with the 

crystal material, structure and exciting energy, the meridional radius of curvature follows 

from the astigmatism condition (equation 3.12). In this way the local radii (p, R) are de

termined and directly define the toroid. The set (ra, rb, 0B) which defines the ellipsoid is 

dependent on the set (p, R, 0B). With the assumption that the source is a point source and 

that reflection takes place at point P with coordinates (1,5) in mm in the yz-plane, then 

the various displacements can be calculated. Table 3.1 shows for the two-dimensional fo

cussing surfaces, such as the toroid and the ellipsoid, that the displacements related to 

T4 (coma) components are the main aberration terms.

sagittal cylinder toroid ellipsoid
A z3 0.11 pm 0.11 pm 0.11 pm
AZ4 6.4 pm 6.4 pm 0.064 pm
AZ3 0 pm 0.011 pm 0.11 pm
Ay2 130 pm 0.25 pm 0.002 pm
Ay* 120 pm 120 pm 1.2 pm

_______Ays______ 0 pm 0.009 pm 0.32 pm

Table 3.1 Calculated displacements in the focal plane

The limitation of aberration theory applied to crystals is that more information of 

each point is needed than the location only. Rays are Bragg diffracted when they reach 

the crystal with an angle only slightly deviated from the Bragg angle. This "acceptance 

cone" is defined by the Darwin width. Thus not every point on the surface fulfills the 

necessary condition for Bragg reflection. To determine the angle of incidence rays have 

to be treated individually and therefore “ray-tracing” is needed.
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3.3 Ray-tracing

3.3.1 Introduction

The ray-tracing technique has long been used to simulate radiation sources and 

beamlines. In particular, it is the increased implementation of insertion device sources, 

such as wigglers and undulators, as well as different types of optical components in the 

beamline, such as mirrors, multilayers and crystal monochromators (planar or curved) 

that has prompted the development of ray-tracing programs. As an example, SHADOW 

[Lai86a,b; Lai88] is a widely available ray-tracing program for designing synchrotron ra

diation beamline optics. The algorithm is based on geometrical optics. The rays are 

traced through the optical system formed by sequential geometrical surfaces. The pro

gram is specially oriented towards reflecting mirrors, although transmission systems 

(lenses) and multilayer coatings are also implemented. In addition the SRS program li

brary includes a ray-tracing package for design optimization of optical elements (e.g. 

slits, classical and holographic gratings) that may be coplanar or orthogonal to each oth

er in any configuration [Hub83, Pan83]. However, at the time when the design of a syn

chrotron microprobe at the SRS was started no general programs were available with 

which it was then possible to simulate a whole beamline with curved crystals as focus

sing devices for X-rays. A special computer code (named SIMUL) was developed to 

analyse the imaging characteristics of curved monochromator design.

3.32. Historic evaluation of the ray-tracing code SIMUL

The computer code SIMUL is a ray-tracing program, which is based on the pro

gram KRIS (1983), originating from the Eindhoven University of Technology. The pro

gram KRIS has been developed and used as an aid to the design of a crystal spectrometer 

with a spherical surface as optical surface. Owing to errors in KRIS, it has been rewritten 

by Reinhoudt [Rei85] and is called SIM. The program SIMUL is the modified version of 

SIM for synchrotron radiation use. The spherical surface has been replaced by a toroid, 

which has been implemented by Jennekens [Jen8S]. The program is written in F77 and 

the original runable version is operational in the language RT-11.
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3.3.3 Modification and development of the ray-tracing code SIMUL

The Amsterdam modified version of SIMUL is operational under UNIX*. Over the 

years the development of the program has undergone different stages. In the first instance 

only toroidal surfaces could be ray-traced. The intersection o f a ray and the surface was 

solved exactly. For surfaces other than toroids the exact solution of the fourth order equa

tion is cumbersome. To tackle this problem in a general way, another approach has been 

chosen. Spencer et al. [Spe62] described a ray-tracing procedure applicable to systems of 

quite general type, which has been adopted. For the work reported in this thesis the fol

lowing optical surfaces have been implemented: planar (PI), sagittal cylinder (S.C.), me

ridional cylinder (M.C.), sphere (S), toroid (T), ellipsoid (E), paraboloid (P), elliptic 

plane (E.P.), parabolic plane (P.P.), elliptic cylinder (E.C.), parabolic cylinder (P.C.) and 

a logarithmic spiral (L.S.). The next version of the program was the extension to two 

successive optical elements, one configuration in the anti-parallel mode and the other in 

the Kirkpatrick-Baez geometry, where the elements are perpendicular. In the latest modi

fied version concave as well as convex surfaces can be ray-traced.

3.3.4 Program execution of the ray-tracing code SIMUL

The basic idea of the ray-tracing program SIMUL is as follows. The program is 

based on the Monte Carlo method, which means that every starting ray has a randomly 

chosen position and direction within the given limits depending on the source size di

mensions and beam divergences. The path of the ray through the optical system is calcu

lated, and a ray is counted when it hits the optical surface at the Bragg angle within the 

Darwin width of the planar or curved crystal. Rays are stored in separate two dimension

al arrays of 41x41 pixels, such as the source array, crystal array and image array. The 

chosen number of 41 pixels is based on a technical limitation of most terminals to dis

play a number of digits on one line. The pixel size can be chosen freely. A difference 

with mirrors is that the crystals reflect X-rays differently according to energy. The pro

gram is run for a defined energy, so that the energy behaviour (and related chromatic ab

errations) can be sorted out. A flow diagram of the program is shown in fig. 3.2.

’UNIX it a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboraloriei
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inits4: initialization of defaults
initcf: determination of the configuration
ini tod: set to zero of variables
initep: metres to millimetres
initu4: changing of defaults
initem: millimetres to metres
initvw: determination of the geometry

flowl: input number of rays (x 100) 
trace x: determination of the intersection 

of the ray and the optical surface 
trace2: Kiricpatrick-Baez I (veit.-hor.) 
trace3: Kiricpatrick-Baez II (hor.-veit.) 
trace4: Bridge (anti-parallel mode) 
flow2: output ?
How3: what next ?

Fig. 3.2 Flow diagram of the computer code SIMUL
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The program input has been divided into the following parts:

- specification of the configuration (anti-parallel or Kirkpatrick-Baez mode);

- source characteristics (dimensions and divergences of the source);

- slit dimensions (sizes for two pairs of slits);

- geometry (positions of optical components);

- crystal characteristics (crystal parameters and curvatures);

- array resolutions (pixel size dimensions);

- number of starting rays (xlOO).

Fig. 3.3 shows the geometrical setup of the planes and the position of the optical compo

nents. The output of the program is in terms of maximum accepted horizontal and verti

cal divergence through the whole system, as well as the horizontal and vertical spot size

Fig. 3.3 The geometrical setup of the planes and the position of the optical components
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obtained in the focal plane. Also displayed is the percentage of rays which are succes

sively accepted by the different components and the distributions in arrays of 41x41 pix

els. The limitation of the program is that the aberrations obtained are of purely 

geometrical origin, because it is based on geometrical optics only. The crystal is seen as a 

two dimensional surface, so neither depth effects nor absorption in the crystal is taken 

into account

3.3.5 Beamline simulation for non, singly and doubly curved crystals

The dipole beamline 7 at the SRS, with station 7.6 at 80 m from die source, has 

been simulated with the ray-tracing program for a photon energy of 15 keV. A variety of 

optical components have been simulated as crystal monochromators, such as a planar 

used as a reference, singly curved surfaces like the sagittal and meridional cylinder, the 

elliptical and parabolic plane and the logarithmic spiral, and doubly curved surfaces like 

the sphere, toroid, ellipsoid, paraboloid, elliptic and parabolic cylinder. The chosen cur

vatures are based on a practical sagittal radius of curvature of 10 cm for Si(lll)[Lan87]. 

According to equation 3.12 the corresponding meridional radius of curvature to avoid 

astigmatism is 5.74 m. For singly bent crystals the radius of curvature is specified as 10 

cm or 5.74 m for sagittal and meridional bending respectively. For the spherical surface 

the radius of curvature is taken as 5.74 m. For the logarithmic spiral the meridional radi

us of curvature is 600 m, calculated according to the relation to accept the total vertical 

divergence of the beam with a Bragg angle of 7.57° at 80 m:

Rm = sindB
(3.24)

Fig. 3.4 shows the flux for monochromatic 15 keV radiation as a function of hori

zontal slit opening for different classes of optical components, normalised on the flux of 

a flat Si(l 11) crystal at a slit opening of lx l mm. The figure demonstrates clearly the dif

ference in acceptance for non or low bending and stronger bending in the meridional 

plane.
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Fig. 3.4 The flux for monochromatic 15 keV radiation for different classes of optical 

components, normalized on the flux of a flat S i(lll) crystal (see scct.3.3.3)

Fig. 3.5 The flux density for monochromatic 15 keV radiation for different classes of 

optical components, normalized on the flux density of a flat S i(lll)  crystal
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Because of its nature the logarithmic spiral has the highest acceptance. Reflection takes 

place only in a small band vertically, owing to the acceptance related to the Darwin 

width. The low bending needed to accept the vertical divergence and the mentioned crys

tal acceptance is such that even a planar is a good approximation of the logarithmic spi

ral. This is the reason that they follow the same curve in the figure.

Fig. 3.5 gives a totally different picture. Here the flux density, i.e. the flux divided 

by the spotsize, is plotted as a function of horizontal slit opening. The ellipsoid has the 

highest flux density, owing to the better focussing properties compared to the other 

components. The curve of the toroid shows a slow decrease, because the contribution of 

the aberrations has more influence than the gain in flux for larger openings. The conclu

sion is that the figure demonstrates the superiority of the ellipsoid over the other compo

nents, especially for larger slit openings where geometrical aberrations become more 

severe. Note that the requirement of total vertical acceptance (equation 3.24) and the re

quirement of an astigmatic focus (equation 3.12) hold only for unit magnification. This 

means that the condition for total vertical acceptance and the condition for demagnifica

tion of the source cannot be fulfilled simultaneously.

3.3.6 Ray-tracing calculations

Ray-tracing calculations have been performed for the same practical situation as 

that described in section 3.2.3. Table 3.2 shows the outcome of the calculations in terms 

of horizontal and vertical acceptance through the optical system (O|,,0V), the horizontal 

and vertical spotsizes (Sf,, Sy), the ratio of the number of successful rays to the number of

sagittal cylinder toroid ellipsoid
<?v 1.9 prad 1.9 prad 1.9 prad

----------- ¡ Í ----------- 49 prad 72 prad 104 prad
Sv 151 pm 41 pm <0.01 pm
Sh 15 |im 20 pm <0.01 pm
R 303/10* 105/10* 179/10*
B 496/10* 745/10* 635/10*

Table 3.2 Calculated results in the focal plane
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starting rays (R), and the ratio of the number of rays not fulfilling the Bragg condition to 

the total number of started rays (B). The modified Darwin width (A0m) for a curved crys

tal is taken as 6.6 arc sec for 15 keV radiation (see sect. 4.4.5). The source was taken as a 

point source with horizontal and vertical divergence of 4 mrad and .075 mrad (15 keV) 

respectively and slit dimensions were 10 mm horizontally and 0.15 mm vertically.

3.3.7 Simulation and measurement of a rocking curve

In this paragraph a result is shown of a measurement on the wiggler line and the 

simulation of this measurement by ray-tracing. The configuration was a planar-toroid 

combination of S i(lll)  crystals in the anti-parallel mode. A rocking curve was recorded 

by rotating the toroid through an angle of 0.25°around the Bragg angle of 5.67°(20 keV). 

The object slit, located in front of the planar S i(lll) crystal, was set at 10 mm horizon-

planar

Ol______L_L
- 5 0 0 0

(©-0B) in arcscc
500

Fig. 3.6 The measured (continuous line) and ray-traced (dashed line) 

rocking curve for a planar-toroid combination
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tally and 4.3 mm vertically. Fig. 3.6 shows the experimental and ray-traced graphs. The 

scale for the measured graph was relative and the position of the maximum was set to 

zero. The Darwin width for the planar S i(lll)  crystal was taken as 2.7 arc sec and for the 

toroidal S i(lll)  crystal as 7.3 arc sec, respectively (see section 4.4.5). The fwhm of the 

measured curve and the calculated curve turned out to be about 420 arc sec and 850 arc- 

sec, respectively. The main reasons for the discrepancy between the measured and the 

calculated widths and the squareness of the calculated curve are limitations in the simu

lation computer code. These limitations are the assumption of a square profile of the 

source and the divergence, the square Bragg reflection profile (the “acceptance” cone is 

defined by I0B-  0| < A0, with 0B the Bragg angle, 0 the angle of incidence and A0 the 

Darwin width) and the simulation of the crystals as two dimensional geometrical shapes. 

However, without knowing the actual modified Darwin width (A0m) for the strong dou

bly bent crystal (Rs = 10 cm, Rm = 10 m) and despite the mentioned limitations the sim

ulation of the experimental arrangement is reasonable.

3.4 Conclusions

As is described in the preceding sections the ellipsoid has the most favourable im

age forming qualities, with coma as the main aberration term. Despite this knowledge the 

first design was made and experiments were done with a toroid as the focussing device 

for the microprobe. The reason is that for small apertures a toroid is the best approxima

tion to an ellipsoid, and can be produced far more easily than an ellipsoid. The next chap

ter deals with the design and the construction of toroidal and ellipsoidal optics. As a 

result the ellipsoidal optics is chosen as the heart of the microprobe for Trace Element 

Analysis.
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Chapter 4

X -ray  optics

4.1 Introduction

To construct a synchrotron X-ray microprobe a number of design criteria have to 

be formulated. These criteria are based on published reports, calculations of optics and 

information gained from initial experiments relevant to X-ray focussing and trace ele

ment analysis. This chapter deals with the design criteria for the construction of a syn

chrotron microprobe at the SRS (Daresbury) as well as the calculation of beam profiles 

and flux densities for different optical settings. The first experiments were performed at 

the wiggler beamline 9.4 to test toroidal crystals and in a later stage at the dipole beam

line 7.6 to test ellipsoidal crystals. Calculations and simulations have therefore been 

done with respect to these situations.

4.2 Microprobe design criteria

In general, the essential criteria for a focussed synchrotron microprobe for trace el

ement analysis of material of biological, organic or inorganic origin are:

- a small spoLsize - preferably of the order of 10 x 10 pm2, obtained by a high de
magnification factor and a minimum of aberrations of the optics and/or pinhole;

- a high flux - for a point measurement, about 1010 photons are needed to detect 

with sufficient statistics the majority of elements at or below the ppm level 

[Lan87j;

- a "high” excitation energy - an energy which is higher than the K-binding or L- 

binding energy of the elements of primary analytical interest, e.g. for biological or 

bio-medical samples an energy between 15-20 keV is sufficient to detect the ma

jor essential elements; and

- a high peak-to-background ratio - in order to be able to detect sub-ppm levels 

all kinds of scattering need to be reduced.

As is described in Chapter 2 at least six methods are available to obtain microprobes. 

For the reasons specified in that chapter only three options will be considered for focus
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sing a beam of photons for trace element analysis: specular reflection from mirror surfac

es, diffraction from multilayers, and diffraction from crystallographic planes.

Typical grazing angles for optical reflection of photons from mirror surfaces are 

about 1/20 of those for diffraction from crystallographic planes [Spa80a]. In the hard X- 

ray region (E>10 keV), necessary for trace element analysis, typical values of grazing 

incidence are of the order of 1 mrad. Hence, mirrors of large dimensions are required to 

intercept most of the available synchrotron radiation. These large dimensions make it 

difficult to produce an optical surface that has sufficient quality without introducing sig

nificant broadening errors or aberrations.

Multilayers are successfully used in the soft X-ray region, but in the hard X-ray re

gion they seem at least problematic, because of the rapid decrease of difference in the re

fractive indices of the alternating set of higher and lower Z-layers with increasing energy 

above 10 keV.

Curved diffracting crystals focus sagittal rays more strongly than mirrors, because 

the sagittal curvature is proportional to the scattering angle, which is about 20 times laig- 

er for crystal diffraction than for specular reflection from mirrors. Moreover, mirrors 

cannot serve as monochromators. After considering the three options, the use of a crys
tal both to monochromate and to focus in the hard X-ray region appears to be the most 

attractive option.

4.3 "Wiggler" versus "dipole"

Historically, the first tests and experiments on curved crystals, especially toroids, 

were performed on the Daresbury wiggler beamline 9.4. A selected energy of 20 keV is 

able to detect the main essential elements in biological systems. Since the access to wig

gler stations is limited by the small number of such stations available and the increasing 

demand for their use, it was decided, with a view to the continuity of the programme, to 

develop a microprobe on the dipole beamline. A lower excitation energy was chosen (15 

keV) owing to the lower critical energy on the dipole beamline (see fig. 4.1). An X-ray 

energy of IS keV still enables the K-lines of all the elements from Na to Rb and the L- 

lines up to about Bi to be excited and detected.
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From theoretical calculations and ray-tracing computation it turns out that, al

though the flux on the dipole line for 15 keV is about a factor of 10 lower than that for 20 

keV on the wiggler line, the flux density for the chosen setup on the dipole line with one 

focussing optical element is higher than for a two element focussing system on the wig

gler beamline. On the wiggler line a two optical element focussing device is needed to 

protect the curved crystal from the high total incident intensity.

Fig. 4.1 The photon spectrum from the SRS for the dipole (beam 

line 7) and wiggler (beam line 9) bending magnets
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4.4 Bent crysta l optics

4.4.1 Introduction

The ideal geometry for focussing a point source is an ellipsoid, but for an extended 

source, which a synchrotron source is, no theoretical geometry exists to give a point im

age. However, it is evident from a theoretical point of view and from calculations pre

sented in Chapter 3 that an ellipsoidal surface is still the best option to achieve a small 

focus.

Because of the long distance to the source, the small beam divergence, and the size 

reduction of the source to be obtained in the image, the ellipsoid is very eccentric, and 

therefore the easiest approximation to this geometry is a cylindrical surface, with a radius 

of curvature in the sagittal plane. A toroid is a better approximation to the ellipsoidal 

shape, and can be made using conventionally operated metal-cutting machines, such as 

lathes and milling machines.

Ellipsoids, however, can only be precisely produced by computer numerically con

trolled (CNC) machining . The reason is as follows. Any analytical surface can be locally 

defined by a set of sagittal and meridional radii of curvature. For a toroid this set of radii 

is equal for each point on the toroid surface. So both the sagittal and the meridional radii 

of curvature are constant for one particular dimensioned energy all over the surface. 

However, for an ellipsoid, defined for instance as a solid revolution of an ellipse, every 

two points not on the same circle have a different set of radii of curvature over the ellip

soid surface.

4.4.2 Silicon crystal material

The reason for the choice of silicon as crystal material has been the availability of 

high purity crystals of large dimensions from the semiconductor industry and the ability 

and expertise which is available to cut wafers to thin slices. These slices can be bent to a 

small radius of curvature. The structure factor, which is a relative measure for the mono

chromatic intensity, of S i(lll)  is high compared to other crystals [Fre88] and another ad

vantage is that the second order reflection is forbidden, owing to the symmetry in the 

diamond cubic structure of silicon.
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4.4.3 Toroidal optics

According to the formulae (equations 3.9,3.11 and 3.12) presented in the previous 

chapter, the radius of curvature can easily be calculated for an astigmatic optical system 

by inserting the diffraction angle, which is 3.67° for 20 keV on S i(lll) and taking the ap

propriate toroidal values for a ^  and aq2 from Appendix 3. The radius to which the crys

tal can be bent and the thickness of the crystal slab are closely related. A 100 pm thick 

S i(lll)  wafer can be bent to a bending radius of at least 10 cm without breaking and is 

still manageable during the procedure described in section 4.3 and [Lan87]. The calculat

ed meridional radius is found to be 10 m after inserting the sagittal radius of 10 cm.

4.4.4 Ellipsoidal optics

The ellipsoidal crystal described here is intended for use on the SRS beamline 7.6 

as a major element in the X-ray microprobe facility. For determining the exact equation 

of the ellipsoid one has to consider:

- the distance from the source at which the crystal can be placed;

- the crystal to be chosen and the planes at which reflection will take place;

- the minimum sagittal radius to which the crystal can be bent; and

- the angle of incidence, which determines the monochromated energy.

The requirement of the location of the hutch on beamline 7 has set the source-crystal 

distance to 80 m. Preconditions discussed in the previous sections have set the crystal 

and reflection planes at Si(l 11) with 2d = 0.627 nm, the diffracted energy 15 keV, the an

gle of incidence at 7.57° and the sagittal radius at 10 cm. From these data the following 

final expression for the ellipsoid can be derived (see fig. 4.2 and fig. 4.3, also Appendix 

7 and [Lan90b]):

with the coordinates Xq = 39.816, Y0 = 0.099 and Zq = 0 in metres, defining the origin of 

the optical axis to be at the centre of the crystal. The eccentricity of the ellipsoid is

(4.1)
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0.999835, so the ellipsoid is extremely prolate. Appendix 5 shows the design parameters 

and optica] characteristics of the X-ray microprobe.
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4.4.5 C rystal bending effects

The diffraction pattern of a crystal will be affected by bending. Tail structures on 

the diffraction pattern will be small for the toroidal and ellipsoidal optics owing to the 

weak bending radius in the diffraction plane [Kui83]. The main contribution to the 

broadening of the rocking curve (the fwhm is called the Darwin width) is caused by the 

strong bending in the sagittal plane and the change in angle in the diffraction plane due to 

the geometrical curvature of the diffraction planes. The Darwin width (A0) is not an an

gular physical parameter of a crystal, as is the mosaic spread, but corresponds to a smear

ing of the reciprocal lattice points in the direction normal to the reflection planes [Fre83]. 

The increase in the diffraction width due to bending is estimated with linear elasticity 

theory by Kuiper [Kui83] , Prins et al. [Pri84b] and Freund [Fre83] and has to be added 

to the dispersion relation, resulting in a modified Darwin width:

where (A d/d)^ is the relative wavelength resolution obtained with a perfect crystal from 

a parallel white beam (symmetrical Bragg case):

where d is the interplanar spacing of the reflecting planes (0.31355 nm for Si(l 11)), Fx is 

the Debye-Waller factor (16.7 10‘12 cm for Si(l 11)) which is related to the structure fac

tor and v0 is the volume of the unit cell (see e.g. (Fre88]). For a flat Si(l 11) the relative 

wavelength or energy resolution in the hard X-ray region is 1.31 10-4.

The relative variation in the lattice spacing due to elastic bending (Ad/d^m is di

vided into two contributions, the first part comes from the change in orientation of the 

lattice planes with penetration depth of the beam in a bent crystal, the second part is re

lated to contraction of the lattice planes. Parameters related to diffraction of perfect sin-
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glc crystals such as silicon and germanium are tabulated by Freund [Fre88]. In 

Appendix 6 important physical data of silicon are listed. According to Freund the relative 

variation in the lattice spacing due to elastic bending for a meridional curved crystal is:

(4.4)

where v is Poisson’s ratio, t is the crystal thickness and R,,, is the meridional radius of 

curvature. Equation 4.4 can be expanded to both meridional and sagittal curvatures si

multaneously:

where Rgff is the effective radius of curvature defined as:

where Rs is the sagittal radius of curvature.

For thick crystals the quantity t in equation 4.4 and 4.5 must be replaced by the 

penetration depth which is determined by both absorption and diffraction (extinction) 

processes. Analogous to Suortti et al. [Suo86] the maximum number of simultaneously 

reflecting planes (N*) of a bent perfect crystal can be calculated according to:

(4.5)

(4.7)

where lext is the extinction length defined as:

(4.8)
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where X. is the exciting wavelength defined by equation 3.19. Extinction is the limiting 

factor if the number of simultaneous reflecting planes due to bending (N*) is larger than 

the number of simultaneous reflecting planes due to extinction (Ng):

N 2 le » l« "9
ltd

(4.9)

Photo-electric absorption and inelastic scattering is the other limiting factor which 

has to be considered, and the corresponding number of simultaneous reflecting planes 

due to absorption (Ng) is:

N
sinQ

(4.10)

where po >s the linear attenuation coefficient.

As an example: take a doubly curved S i(lll) crystal locally defined by a sagittal 

radius of curvature Rs = 0.1 m and a meridional radius of curvature Rm = 5.74 m. The 

thickness of the crystal is 100 pm and further conditions are as given in section 3.2.3. 

Then the number of simultaneous reflecting planes due to bending, extinction and ab

sorption can be calculated and are found to be Nn = 7.3 102, Ne = 3.1 103 and Na = 1.8 

105, respectively. Now with Nn<Nc, the beam can penetrate to the next layer and be re

flected when the direction of the incidence changes by A0. Subsequently, deeper and 

deeper layers become effective, the rocking curve broadens, and the integrated reflectivi

ty is limited by absorption. This means that the crystal thickness (t) in eq. 4.5 has to be 

replaced by the absorption thickness (tabs), which is:

= C28.6^m) (4.11)

Note that Na is related to a thickness where the intensity inside the crystal has dropped 

1/e, whereas tabs *s the thickness related to the decrease in intensity of 1/e at the surface 

after reflection.
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4.5 The construction of focussing crystals

The focussing crystals were made by bending a 100 pm thick (lll)-oriented sili

con wafer with a diameter of SO mm into a circular mould of aluminium. This thickness 

has been chosen because (a) it can be bent down to a radius of 10 cm and (b) it is still 

manageable during the procedure mentioned below. The crystals were attached to the 

moulds at a temperature of 165° C under air pressure of 8 bar using an oxidized polyeth

ylene foil as adhesive. A mould with a diameter of 60 mm was given a concave toroidal 

shape at its surface with principal radii of 10 cm and 10 m. A photograph of the focus

sing crystal is shown in fig. 4.4. The shape accuracy of the crystal in the sagittal and me

ridional plane, see respectively fig. 4.5 and fig. 4.6, was measured with a stilus machine. 

The shape accuracy is plotted relative to a circle constructed through the data points. The 

fitted sagittal and meridional radii of curvature were found to be 99.9 mm and 9825.7 

mm, respectively. The overall shape accuracy of the toroid amounts to 11 pm over a dis

tance of 45 mm. Non-highly-symmetrical moulds like ellipsoids cannot be produced 

with the desired shape accuracy and low surface roughness in a conventional way. So 

precision machining technology, i.e. single point diamond cutting on a computerised nu

merically controlled (CNQ machine, has been used to make a concave ellipsoidal 

mould, defined analytically in section 4.4.4. Fig. 4.7 and fig. 4.8 show respectively the 

deviations of the curvature of the mould and of the focussing crystal in the sagittal plane.

Fig. 4.4 The focussing crystal (60 mm in diameter)
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Fig. 4.5 Local deviations of the surface of the toroidal crystal from 

the average circular curvature, measured through the centre 

of the crystal (set at X=0) in the sagittal plane

Fig. 4.6 Local deviations of the surface of the toroidal crystal from 

the average circular curvature, measured through the centre 

of the crystal (set at X=0) in the meridional plane
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Fig. 4.7 Local deviations of the surface of the ellipsoidal 

mould from the circular curvature, measured through 

the centre (set at X=0) in the sagittal plane

Fig. 4.8 Local deviations of the surface of the ellipsoidal 

mould with the Si crystal on top of it
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4.6 Ray-tracing calculations for toroidal and ellipsoidal optics

4.6.1 Determination of crystal and image topograms

In order to design the microprobe optics, ray-tracing calculations have been per

formed to simulate beamlines with slits and crystal optics. Fig. 4.9 and fig. 4.10 show re

spectively the crystal topogram and the image topogram for the curvatures (Rj = 10 cm 

and R m = 1000 cm ) of the toroid corresponding to a Bragg angle of 20 keV. Fig. 4.9

Fig. 4.9 Calculated topogram of the toroidal crystal area for the 

energy range from 19 to 25 keV, indicating the positions 

where X-rays are reflected with their energies in keV

Fig. 4.10 Part of the calculated image topogram of different re

flected energies (keV) in the spot for the toroidal crystal
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shows a topview of the crystal area, with the incident white beam coming from the left 

The calculated topogram of the crystal area for the energy range 19 to 25 keV indicates 

the positions on the crystal surface (in dots or crosses arbitrarily) where X-rays are 

Bragg diffracted with their corresponding energies (in steps of 100 eV) for maximum slit 

opening to irradiate the whole crystal area. The calculated image topogram (fig. 4.10) 

shows the spotsize in the focal plane for the different diffracted energies, with a resolu

tion of 100 x 100 pm2.

Fig. 4.11 and fig. 4.12 display respectively the calculated vertical and horizontal 

beamprofiles for an actual slit setting (10 mm horizontally and 4.3 mm vertically). The 

horizontal and vertical integrated flux distributions are 250 pm and 150 pm fwhm re

spectively. Based on the wiggler beam line data a flux density of about 850 photons/ 

(s.mA.pm2) at a spot of 70 x 70 pm2 is calculated. The calculated horizontal and vertical 

spot size reductions are 40 and 30 respectively and the source size reductions are 50 and 

4.5.

Fig. 4.11 Calculated vertical 

beam profile for the 

toroidal crystal

Fig. 4.12 Calculated horizontal 

beam profile for the 

toroidal crystal

Calculations for the ellipsoid are displayed in figs. 4.13 and 4.14, which respective

ly show the crystal topogram for 15 keV and the image topogram in the focal plane for a 

horizontal slit opening of 50 mm and a vertical slit opening of 3 mm. Fig. 4.13 is a simi

lar picture to fig. 4.9. Both show a topview of the crystal indicating the areas fulfilling
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Fig. 4.13 Ray-traced reflection topogram of the ellipsoidally curved crystal
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Fig. 4.14 Ray-traced reflection topogram in the focal plane
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the Bragg condition. The area of the squares in the topograms are proportional to the 

flux. Comparison of these topograms immediately shows the difference in reflecting be

haviour for the toroid and ellipsoid, respectively. In the case of the ellipsoidal crystal, the 

area where a particular energy reflects follows a straight line. This is in contrast to the to

roidal crystal, where the areas follow curved lines. This is also the reason that a toroidal 

shape introduces more aberrations than an ellipsoid. Only for smaller openings of the ap

erture (horizontal or sagittal slit size) is the toroid a good approximation to an ellipsoid.

In fig. 4.14 the spot size is plotted as function of energy in steps of 100 eV. For the 

final evaluation of the spot size these images have to be superimposed. This is shown in 

fig. 4.15. Note that the centre of each image in fig. 4.14 is also the centre of the integrated 

image in fig. 4.15. Here the superimposed or composite 2D-plot of the intensity distribu

tion in the focal plane for the diffracted energy range from 14.8 to 15.4 keV is plotted 

with a maximum horizontal size of 10 pm and a maximum vertical size of 5 pm. The 

pixel size in the 2D-plot is 0.25 x 0.25 pm2. The maximum intensity in the central pixel 

(0.25 x 0.25 |un2) is 2.105 ph/(s.mA. 0.25 x 0.25 pm2).

Fig. 4.15 A two dimensional intensity distribution in the focal plane in the energy 

range of 14.8 to 15.4 keV, with a maximum contour of 10 x  5 pm2. The 

maximum intensity is 2.105 ph/(s.mA. 0.25 x 0.25 pm2).
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4.6.2 Determ ination o f intensities

To determine the intensity of the spot in the focal plane, the following parameters 

or quantities must be known or calculated: the horizontal (aj,) and vertical (cty) diver

gence accepted by the optics; the vertical divergence of the source (av); the diffracted 

energy (E) and energy bandwidth (AE) passed by the optics; the horizontal (H) and verti

cal (V) dimensions of the spot in the focal plane; and the efficiencies (R) with which the 

optical component reflects or diffracts the incident radiation within the bandpass, includ

ing an absorption factor for the beam line and windows. With these parameters the flux 

density (F) of the spot in the focal plane can be written as:

F (4.12)

where Iq is the intensity of the synchrotron source and is given in fig. 4.1. The calculated 

flux in the spot for the ellipsoidal crystal is about 107 ph/(s.mA), with a spotsize of 10 x 

5 nm2 which means a flux density of 2.105 ph/(s.mA.nm2). The eq. 4.12 is used to cal

culate the flux densities, in the case of ray-tracing R is only taken as the ratio of the 

number of successes and the number of started rays.

4.7 Characterisation using white radiation topography

Although the image in the focal plane strongly depends on the shape accuracy of 

the curved shape, it also depends on the orientation of the Bragg-planes at which diffrac

tion takes place. So an extra source of aberrations arises, when the Bragg-planes are not 

parallel to the surface of the mould.

A quantitative, in-situ method of judging the orientation and the quality of crystal 

reflection is making topographs with white radiation reflection geometry [MilSO]. A 

sheet of Agfa-Gevaert type D2 film was positioned and levelled 1cm above the crystal. 

Fig. 4.16 shows the result of exposing the ellipsoidal crystal for Is, while the electron 

beam current was -200 mA and the slit opening l x l  mm2. Note that the incident beam 

direction enters at the bottom of the photograph and the (111) reflection is the central 

spot on the axis of symmetry.
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The symmetry of the individual spots and of the whole pattern in the meridional 

plane (direction top-bottom) is striking and is indicative of the precision of forming. Re

peating the same procedure for larger slit areas yields topographs with larger spots, cor

responding to larger reflection areas in the crystal. When one of the spots is observed in 

more detail, fig. 4.17 for a toroidal and fig. 4.18 for an ellipsoidal reflection using a slit 

opening of 10 mm horizontally and 2 mm vertically in both cases, an uniform blackening 

is seen in case of the ellipsoidal crystal.This is an indication of a minor number or ab

sence of dislocations in the ellipsoidal crystal, probably due to the better surface quality 

compared to the toroidal crystal. Also, virtually no slipbands were observed for the ellip

soidal crystal in contrast to the toroidal crystal. Slipbands are typically induced by se

vere bending of a crystal in the plastic regime.

Fig. 4.16 White radiation reflection topograph of the ellipsoidal crystal, where the ar

row indicates the (111) reflection and the beam direction is from below
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Fig. 4.17 Detail of a white radiation reflection topograph of the toroidal crystal

F ig . 4 .1 8  Detail of a white radiation reflection topograph of the ellipsoidal crystal
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Chapter 5

The Daresbury photon microprobe

5.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the experimental results obtained by the use of focussing 

crystals. The results presented consist of X-ray optical results, such as beam profiles and 

flux densities to demonstrate the focussing action of the bent crystals, as well as results 

to show the analytical capabilities of the microprobe. Concerning the analytical features, 

comparisons are made between PIXE and SXRF. The experiments were carried out dur

ing the period 1986-90 at the Daresbury Synchrotron Radiation Source Laboratory. Tor

oidal crystals, for the characteristic parameters see the previous chapter, were 

dimensioned for the use on the wiggler beamline and after the installation of the HBL 

(High Brightness Lattice) ellipsoidal crystals were dimensioned for the dipole beamline. 

Fig. 5.1 shows the schematic layout of the Daresbury storage ring with the different 
beamlines.
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5.2 Description o f the experim ental setup

5.2.1 Description of the experimental setup on the wiggler beamline

5.2.1.1 Synchrotron operation

The performance of the toroidal crystal, see section 4.4 and 4.5 for the charac

teristics of the toroid, was measured at station 9.4 of the wiggler beamline. The energy of 

the electrons in the ring was 2 GeV, the current typically 100 mA and the magnetic field 

of the wiggler was 5T during most of the experiments. Fig. 5.2 shows the schematic lay

out of beamline 9 and the experimental setup at station 9.4.

5.2.1.2 Crystal and slit operation

The doubly bent S i(lll) crystal was placed 36.5 m from the source, where it ac

cepts 1.4 mrad of the horizontal divergence, to select and focus a narrow portion of the 

continuous spectrum of the order of several 100 eV, see also section 4.6.1. A so called 

horizontal source slit placed 4.5 m from the source is used for controlling the total flux. 

Low flux is used for exposing films to check the alignment, and high flux for beam pro

files and measurements. Two other pairs of horizontal and vertical slits are placed 36 m 

and 36.3 m from the source. The object slit, placed at 36.3 m, is used to control the irra

diated area of the crystal. The other pair of slits functions as an antiscattering device for
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the object slit and was optimized by reducing the slit opening until it affected dramatical

ly the intensity measured with an ionization chamber. The crystal rotation in the meridi

onal plane is stepping motor controlled.

5.2.1.3 Sample holder and detection system

Samples were placed at the focus mounted on a motor controlled XY-stage, 

which is 0.5 m from the crystal, at twice the Bragg angle with respect to the incoming 

beam (20 = 11.34°, the energy used being 20 keV). A Si(Li) detector, crystal area 12.6 

mm2, was aligned at 90° with respect to the incident beam. The solid angle subtended by 

the detector was about 5 10'3 sr. A cross wire, one wire of tungsten and the other of cop

per, each with a diameter of 50 pm, was used for finding the most intense spot in the 

beam. For measuring beam profiles a composite target was used. This consisted of two 

plates, one of molybdenum and one of nickel, both 100 pm thick, with square profile 

sides in contact, which was scanned across the focal plane. To measure flux densities a 

nickel foil, 100 pm thick, and a 0.1 pm gold foil evaporated on to a 25 pm kapton foil 

were used. The setup comprised two sets of pinholes with circular holes to define the ir

radiated area. One set, used for precollimation, had diameters of 1 mm and 0.2 mm and 

was made in stacked plates of lead, iron, aluminium and carbon, being 2 mm,l mm,l 

mm and 1 mm thick respectively. The holes were produced by drilling. Pinholes of this 

kind were located about 5 - 10 cm in front of the sample.The other set had diameters of

1.1 mm, 0.47 mm, 0.17 mm and 0.08 mm and was made in a stack of molybdenum, 

stainless steel, and aluminium, 100 pm, 250 pm and 300 pm thick respectively. The 

holes were produced by the spark technique. These pinholes were located between the 

precollimator and the sample. The crystal and the pinhole-sample combination were put 
in air.

5.2.2 Description of the experimental setup on the dipole beamline

5.22.1 Synchrotron operation

The performance of the ellipsoidal crystal was measured at station 7.6 of the di

pole beamline. The synchrotron was operated at 2 GeV with a maximum and a typical 

stored electron current of 300 mA and 200 mA respectively with lifetimes better than 20
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hours. Fig. 5.3 shows the schematic layout of the beamline 7 and the experimental setup 

at station 7.6, which is located 80 m from the source.

S.2J2.2 Crystal and slit operation

The synchrotron beam enters the hutch via a 0.5 mm thick beryllium window 

about 60 cm upstream from the crystal. Two pairs of horizontal and vertical slits are 

placed 78.5 m and 79.7 m from the source. The first pair defines the beam envelope, see 

fig. 4.2, and determines the irradiated area of the crystal. The minimum opening horizon

tally and vertically to irradiate the whole crystal is 60 x 8 mm2. The other pair of slits 

functions as an antiscattering device.

The ellipsoidally shaped S i(lll)  crystal, with a local sagittal radius of curvature 

of 100 mm and a local meridional radius of 5.74 m, accepts maximally 0.75 mrad of the 

horizontal divergence, to select and focus a small part of the continuous spectrum of the 

order of 100 eV, see section 4.6.1.

The crystal is mounted on a Huber goniometer head. This stage, which has two 

independent motorized translations and rotations, is mounted on the axis of a computer- 

controlled goniometer, which sets the Bragg angle with a resolution better than an arcsec.
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To match the ellipsoidal crystal with the geometry of the beamline and Bragg angle, five 

independent motions can be set by motors as indicated in fig. 5.3.

S.2J..3 Target chamber and detection system

The design of the vacuum chamber is based on multipurpose use. Its dimensions 

(0.5 x 0.4 x 0.3 m3) are chosen in such a way that the front part is used for microanalysis 

and the other part can be used for routine analysis. For routine analysis a multi sample 

rotation stage has been developed by Lenglet [Len88], For microanalysis an XYZ-stage 

for positioning the sample has been developed, see below. The vacuum chamber is made 

out of aluminium and the wall thickness is 12 mm. In the bottom of the chamber tapped 

holes are put for mounting. The focussed beam enters the vacuum chamber through a 7.5 

pm thick kapton window. In the vacuum chamber a collimator, with 10 mm diameter, is 

placed to shield sample and detector from unwanted reflections or diffraction lines from

Fig. 5.4 Photograph of the experimental setup on station 7.6
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the crystal. The vacuum chamber can be positioned by a three-point kinematic mounting 

on a base plate clamped to the optical bench which is integral to the 7.6 setup. Samples 

were placed at the focus, which is 0.38 m from the crystal, at twice the Bragg angle with 

respect to the incoming white beam (20 = 15.14°, the energy used being 15 keV). The 

samples are mounted at 45° to the (focussed) beam on a linear-bearing XYZ-stage driven 

by Sanyo-Denki stepper motors with 25 mm of travel in all directions. The stages have 

1.25 pm stepsize. The sample is observed with a Zeiss SV8 stereo (zoom) microscope 

with 175 mm working distance, equipped with a Sony CCD camera. The microscope is 

positioned at 45° with respect to the incident beam (i.e. perpendicular to the sample) and 

outside the vacuum chamber so that samples can be observed through a perspex window 

in the vacuum chamber. Samples can be illuminated by two goose-neck self-sustaining 

glass-fibre light conductors from a 100 W Euromex cold light illuminator. A photograph 
of the setup is shown in fig. 5.4.

A Si(Li) detector with 50 mm2 crystal area was aligned at 90° with respect to 

the incident beam. The solid angle subtended by the detector was about 4 10'2 sr. The pe

riphery of the detector was shielded by sandwich materials (Pb-Fe-Al-Q to reduce back

ground radiation due to scattering. For measuring beam profiles and flux densities the 

following samples were used: a titanium target with 10 pm thickness and razor blade 

edge, a copper grid (as used in electron microscopy), a 100 nm gold foil evaporated onto 

a 25 pm kapton foil and 60 pm Araldite doped with known concentrations of zinc.

S.2.2.4 Alignment procedure

The alignment and focussing of the crystal and positioning of the beamspot on 

the sample were achieved by putting a ZnS (Ag-activated) fluorescent screen on the sam

ple position and viewing the focussed beam on a monitor, while adjusting the crystal. 

The image on the monitor is obtained using the fixed microscope. Optimum setting can 

be reached by minimizing the aberrations. Most crucial is to position the centre of the 

crystal on line with the axis of rotation (setting the Bragg angle). A mismatch of about 1 

mm resulted in multiple meridional spots in the focal plane. The most important reduc

tion of aberrations is obtained by a sagittal rotation of the crystal so that the meridional 

crystal plane is matched to the beam direction which is tangential to the synchrotron ring.
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5.3 X-ray optical results

5.3.1 X-ray optical results on the wiggler beamline

5.3.1.1 Determination of beam profiles

The experimental beam profiles given in fig. 5.5 and 5.6 were measured by 

moving the 100 pm molybdenum razor blade edge through the focus in steps of 50 pm. 

The shape of these curves is in agreement with the calculated beamprofiles of fig. 4.11 

and 4.12. The horizontal beam profile is symmetric in both cases, as expected, since the 

optical path from the source to the image is symmetric in the sagittal plane, in contrast to 

the meridional plane where the optical path is asymmetric. The fwhm of the measured 

beam profile is determined from fig. 5.5 and fig. 5.6 and is found to be 380 pm vertically 

and 200 pm horizontally, with the object slits set at 4.3 and 10 mm respectively. Hence 

the vertical reduction of the source size is 11 and the horizontal reduction is 50. The mea

sured and calculated horizontal fwhm as well as the source size reductions are in good 

agreement. Both measured beam profiles have an uncertainty of 50 pm. The measured 

vertical fwhm seems to be too high and thus the vertical source size reduction too low as 

compared to the theoretical value. It is assumed that it is due to the higher energy reflec

tions at the aluminium crystal backing, which will broaden the spot in the diffraction 

plane. An increase in intensity in the energy region 20 - 25 keV was found which corre

sponds to a Bragg diffracted energy from polycrystalline aluminium. This was confirmed 

by measurements using a similar focussing crystal mounted on a glass substrate, which 

show no high energy components in the spectra.

5.3.1.2 Determination of intensities

Flux densities were measured on the gold- and nickel-target. A circular pinhole 

of 80 pm diameter was used to define the beam size and was positioned about 5 mm in 

front of the sample. The measured flux density was about 200 photons/(s.mA.pm2). This 

was not the maximum obtainable, since the source slit was not fully opened to prevent 

the crystal from high exposures. Fig. 5.7 shows a spectrum obtained from the gold foil.

When the object slit is opened more than about 15 mm there is no substantial in

crease of the flux in the central region of the spot. This agrees with fig. 4.9 and fig. 4.10,
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Fig. 5.5 and 5.6 Measured vertical and horizontal beam profile

Fig 5.7 Fluorescence spectrum of 100 nm gold, obtained in 302 s with a pinhole 

of 80 pm diameter. The beam current was 273 mA, the object slit dimen

sions 4.3 x 5 mm2, and the distance between target and detector 50 mm.
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which show that the energies reflecting (E>20 keV) from more than 7.5 mm off axis 

hardly give any contribution to the central region of the spot in the focal plane. Thus 

these energies give rise to strong (chromatic) aberrations. It means that only one quarter 

of the horizontal divergence can effectively be accepted. Though flux measurements 

with a flat S i( ll l)  crystal show that the increase of the flux density with the doubly bent 

crystal is about a factor 300, it is still lower than the predicted value by a factor of about

4. The predicted value may be too optimistic, because the computer program, as men

tioned (see sec. 4.6.1.), does not take reflection efficiency and absorption into account.

5.3.1.3 Determination of concentrations

The flux density needed in practice for trace element analysis is an important 

feature. To obtain an estimate, assume 1 ppm of zinc in an organic matrix. The detection 

volume is assumed to consist of a cube with side x, where x is between 10 pm and 100 

pm. Furthermore a minimum signal of 1 count/s is assumed and synchrotron operating 

conditions of 2 GeV electron energy and 150 mA of electron current. Values of ioniza-

Fig. 5.8 Number of photons needed to detect 1,10 or 100 ppm of zinc in an organic 

matrix of a cubic detection volume with side x in pm to meet the signal detec

tion criterium of 1 count/sec. The dashed curve gives the available intensity.
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tion cross-sections (a) in bam/at, fluorescence yield (to) in relative units and solid angle 

(SI) in relative units (see eq. 5.20) subtended by the detector are taken and are listed in 

fig. 5.8. The rate of background radiation for an organic matrix in the energy range of Zn 

Kq was between 1 and 10 counts/s. Possible sources of background radiation are diffrac

tion at the aluminium backing of the focussing crystal, multiple scattering of high ener

gies up to 100 keV, higher order reflections from the crystal and scattering of the 

focussed radiation in air. In fig. 5.8 the required flux is given as a function of the size of 

the cube for three values of the zinc concentration. The dashed curve in fig. 5.8 gives the 

available intensity based on the measured flux density of 200 photons/(s.mA.pm2), as

suming the flux density to be constant across the focussed beam in the range from 10 x 

10 to 100 x 100 pm2. The actual curve will be higher in the region of small cube sizes 

and lower for large cube sizes. The figure shows, that the required detection volume to 

meet the mentioned 1 count/s criterion is at least 60 x 60 x 60 pm3 or 28 x 28 x 28 pm3 

for detecting 10 or 100 ppm of zinc respectively. The concentration that can be detected 

assuming a typical spatial resolution can also be derived from fig. 5.8.

5.3.1.4 Crystal radiation damage

During the measurements it was found that a beam current in excess of 100 mA 

lead to blistering of the crystal when polyethylene was used as adhesive. It is observed 

that the blisters are not formed in the centre of the irradiated area of the crystal, but just 

at the edges, where the adhesive is under tensile stress. No damage of the crystal was 

found when epoxy resin was used instead of polyethylene. Then, however, thickness 

variations of the adhesive layer caused serious broadening of the spot and a decrease of 

flux density by a factor of 4.

5.3.2 X-ray optical results on the dipole beamline

5.3.2.1 Determination of beam profiles

The experimental horizontal beam profile for the ellipsoidal crystal, given in fig. 

5.9, was measured by moving the 100 nm gold foil with the sharp edge through the focus 

in steps of 1.25 pm. Note that in the graph the horizontal axis is corrected for the 45°



Fig. 5.9 Horizontal beam profile Fig. 5.10 Vertical beam profile

alignment of the sample to the beam so that one step is 0.88 pm. The fwhm of the beam 

profile is found to be 10 pm sagitally, which is in agreement with the calculated value of 

10 pm. The irradiated area of the crystal was determined by a slit opening of 10 x 3 mm2 

and no further collimation was used. The experimental vertical beam profile, given in fig. 

5.10, was measured by moving through the focus in steps of 2.5 pm. Using the ellipsoi- 

dally bent S i(lll)  crystal a minimum spotsize of 10 x 15 pm2 (fwhm) is obtained. This 

corresponds to a demagnification of the source by a factor of 200 horizontally and 20 

vertically or to a spot size reduction of the unfocussed beam at 80 m from the source by a 

factor of 1000 horizontally and 20 vertically. The demagnification factors show the 

stronger reduction in the horizontal or sagittal plane.
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Fig. 5.11 shows the convergence of the beam at the focus. The measured hori

zontal beam envelope is displayed as a function of z (i.e. positive z is downstream from 

the crystal) and z = 0 is the measured position of the focus. The dashed curve is the cal

culated horizontal beam envelope for 15 keV radiation. The measured beam size is ex

pressed in fwhm, in contrast to the calculated beam size which is in full size.

Fig. 5.11 Calculated (dashed line) and measured (solid line) horizontal beam envelope

5.3.2.2 Determination of intensities

Fluxes were measured on the gold foil and the zinc-doped Araldite. Analysis of 

both targets gave flux densities of about 104 ph/(s.mA.|im2). In this case only 13 x 13 x 

13 nm3 is required to detect 10 ppm Zn (see fig. 5.8 and section 5.3.1.3). The ionization 

cross-section for 15 keV is taken as 8680 bam. The calculated or theoretical flux density 

is 5.104 ph/(s.mA.|im2) for a 10 mm horizontal and 3 mm vertical slit opening respec

tively. The discrepancy between theory and experiment concerning the determination 

and the measurement of fluxes and flux densities is due to the incompleteness of the 

model. The model considers the crystal as a geometrical shape with an increased accep

tance (modified Darwin width) due to bending, however no efficiencies, no depth effects 

and absorption effects in the crystal are taken into account.

Fig. 5.12 and fig. 5.13 show graphs for two out of a series of five measurements,
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Fig. 5.12 Flux as a function of horizontal slit opening (1 mm fixed vertical opening)

Fig. 5.13 Flux as a function of horizontal slit opening (5 mm fixed vertical opening)
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in which the vertical slit opening is fixed in each measurement and increased in steps of 

1 mm from 1 mm to S mm. The flux is seen as a function of horizontal slit opening. The 

conclusion is that over the whole range of slit settings the flux increase is linear, which is 

expected in case of an ellipsoid. The range of linearity is precisely the region in fig. 4.7 

where the shape accuracy is better than 1 pm. Thus the edges of the ellipsoidal crystal 

where the shape accuracy is relatively bad (>1 pm) do not contribute linearly to the flux. 

Inspection of the horizontal beam profiles shows no significant enlargement of the spot at 

different slit settings.

5.4 X-ray analytical results

5.4.1 Introduction

The analytical capabilities of the microprobe can be described by the evaluation of 

the relative and absolute minimum detection limits and sensitivities, respectively. These 

parameters cannot be determined in general terms because they depend strongly on ma

trix composition and related background production, on geometry and solid angle of the 

X-ray detector system and, on excitation energy and flux. So detection limits and sensi

tivities have been determined for biological samples such as standard reference materials 

as well as artificially produced standards, imitating biological material. Trace element 
concentrations can be deduced from experimental calibration functions or theoretically 

from K or L-shell ionization cross-sections. In the latter case, coherent and incoherent 

scattered radiation serve as internal standards. Both methods are demonstrated.

5.4.2 Theoretical calculations of cross-sections and intensities

One of the important advantages of XRF and SXRF for the detection of trace ele

ments is the ability to provide absolute concentration values. In conventional XRF the 

scattered coherent and incoherent X-rays of the primary beam are commonly used as a 

reference in the analysis of various kinds of samples [Kub79, And58]. Scattered X-rays 

have been used to normalize X-ray fluorescent intensities, which might reduce system

atic errors and errors introduced by intrinsic sample variations [Cul62, Fel75J. If all the 

experimental parameters are known the concentrations can be calculated. Assuming a
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linear dependence of the intensity of the scattered radiation on the thickness of the sam

ple and when only first order scattering processes have to be considered (the contribution 

of multiple scattering in case of low-Z samples of thickness (t<100 urn) can be neglected 

[Fel75,Cho86]) then the number of scattered or characteristic X-rays (Ix) produced in a

face element dil of the detector expressed in sterad (sr) can in general be written as:

where N^dEj is the number of incoming photons per cm2 within the energy interval dEv 

The differential cross-section dox/d il (bam/sr.g) is for either the production of scattered 

radiation or the production of characteristic X-rays. The absorption coefficients of the in

coming and outgoing photons Aj and A0 respectively, e.g. described by van Espen 

[Esp79], reduce in our experimental set-up to:

where p/p(Ej) and p/p(Eo) are the mass absorption coefficients for the impinging and 

emerging characteristic beam respectively in (cm2/g) and p.d is the sample thickness in

In the same way as the mass absorption coefficient the incoherent and coherent 

mass scattering coefficient can be defined as:

volume element dV  in cm3 of the sample with density p (g/cm3) and detected in a sur

(5.1)

AjA
1 -  e xp  ( -  ( £  (E j)  +  S (Eq) ) pd J2)

(5.2)o
( ^ ( E ^ + ï f E ^ J p d Æ

(g/cm2). The detector efficiency is ex.

(5.3)

with

do.incoh
d ii (5.4)
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(5.5)

where daincotJd£i and d o dii  are the incoherent and coherent differential scattering 

cross-section respectively in cm2/g, Nq is Avogadro’s number, S(x,Z) is the incoherent 

scattering function, x is (E/12.3985)sin(0/2), 0 is the scattering angle, E¡ is the incident 

photon energy in keV, Z is the atomic number of the scatterer, doc/dil is the free electron 

( Compton ) scattering cross-section in bam per electron and A is the atomic weight of 

the scatterer, F(x,Z) is the atomic form factor and doR/d il is the Rayleigh scattering 

cross-section in bam per electron. Values of S(x,Z) and F(x,Z) were used from the com

pilations of Hubbel [Hub75].

The electron coherent differential scattering cross-section also known as the Th

omson scattering cross-section for polarised radiation is:

(5.6)

where tq is the classical electron radius, P is the degree of polarisation, $ is the angle be
tween the direction of polarisation and the direction of observation and 0 is the scattering 

angle between the direction of propagation and the direction of observation. The incoher

ent differential scattering cross-section is given by the Klein-Nishina formula [Hub75]:

(1 + Pcos2$) 
2 (5.7)

where k /  Icq is the ratio of the outgoing to the incident wavenumbers given by the Comp

ton formula:

Ejj = 1 + a ( l  -  cosB) (5g)

where a  = Eg/mc2 is the incident photon energy in units of the electron rest energy.
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For the present case the scattering angle (0) between the direction of propagation 

and the direction of observation is 90°, the angle ($) between the direction of polarisa

tion and the direction of observation is 0° and a  = 0.0294, for the incident photon energy 

(15 keV) in units of electron mass. A systematic error in the cross-sections related to the 

fact that the detector subtends a solid angle to the specimen is estimated to be about 5% 

for the setup. The equations 5.6 and 5.7 reduce to equations 5.9 and 5.10, respectively:

Using values of S(x,Z) and F(x,Z) [Hub75] and a beam energy of 15 keV, the incoherent 

and coherent cross-sections were calculated for 90° scattering for different degrees of 

polarisation. They are plotted as a function of atomic number of the scattering atom in 

fig. 5.14.

If the scatterer has a known composition with elemental weight fraction wz, the ef

fective Rayleigh or Compton cross-section for any sample may be calculated, according 
to:

Both the Compton and Rayleigh scattering cross-sections are polarisation dependent, un

like the production of characteristic X-rays. Photo-electric cross-sections can be calculat

ed [Len87] or can be taken from data tables [Sto70]. Taking the ratio of the fluorescent 

peak content (Nj) and the scattering peak content (Ng) from a measured spectrum and 

calculating the theoretical ratio then the concentration (Q ) results in:

~  -  3.97 x 10-2 ( 1 -  P) (5.9)

and

= 3.75 x 10_2( 1.000837 -  P) (5.10)

(5.12)
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Fig. 5.14 The total scattering coefficients of the elements H through Zn for 

15 keV radiation, 90° scattering angle and a degree of polarisation 

of 0 and 0.9 indicated as curve a and b respectively. Coherent and 

incoherent mass scattering coefficients for a degree of polarisation 

of 0.9 are indicated as curve c and d respectively.

5.4 J  Sample preparation

To calibrate the system and to check the linearity as a function of trace element 

concentrations, Araldite samples were irradiated in a well defined geometry, see section 

S.2.2.3. The Araldite was doped with vanadium, cobalt and zinc concentrations of 5, 50 

and 500 ppm and prepared in samples of 60 pm thickness. Also Araldite samples of var



ious thickness (47, 95, 295, 495 pm) doped with vanadium and zinc (100 ppm) were 

sliced by a microtome. To measure flux densities a 100 nm gold foil layer evaporated 

onto a 25 pm kapton foil was used. To assess accuracy and precision, the standard refer

ence material bovine liver (SRM 1577) obtained from the National Bureau of Standards 

(NBS, Washington, DC) was used. To compare minimum detection limits using PIXE, 

tube-excited XRF and SXRF, the standard reference material human hair HH-1 obtained 

from the IAEA (Wien) and orchard leaves (SRM 1571) from the NBS were used. To 

compare minimum detection limits using micro-PIXE and micro-SXRF the elemental 

doped Araldite samples were used. The powders were pressed into pills with a thickness 

of 1 mm and put on 3.8 pm hostaphane foil and glued with a 1 % solution of polyformal

dehyde in dioxane. To demonstrate the analyzing capabilities of the synchrotron micro

probe for measurements biological coupes, such as rat brain sections, have been prepared 

[Len88].

5.4.4 Sensitivities of SXRF

The intensity of the analytical signal of a given trace element is in general given by 

equation 5.1 or in somewhat different units by:

where Npj, is the number of incoming photons within the energy interval dEj, ox(bam/ 

at) is the differential cross-section for the production of characteristic X-rays (including

ments seen by the beam, Aj and A0 are the absorption coefficients of the incoming and 

outgoing photons respectively, e* is the efficiency and Ail is the solid angle subtended by 

the detector in relative units (see eq. 5.20). Since sensitivities are usually expressed in 

counts/g, nz should be converted to the mass of the trace element using:

where aj and Az are the mass and the atomic weight of the trace element respectively,

(5.13)

the fluorescence yield and the branching ratio), nz (at/cm2) is the number of trace ele

(5.14)
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and No is Avogadro’s number. The sensitivity of any analytical technique is defined, ac

cording to Vis [Vis90c], as:

d lx
S = dTt  = (5.15)

The microprobe is developed to be used for a great deal in the bio-medical field, so 

the sensitivities and also detection limits are determined using biological samples, such 

as standard reference materials (IAEA human hair HH-1, NBS bovine liver SRM 1577 

and NBS orchard leaves SRM 1571) as well as artificially produced standards, e.g. ele

mental doped Araldite, imitating biological material.

For the determination of the sensitivities and the minimum detection limits a mod

est slit opening was used, 5 mm horizontally and 1 mm vertically, which means that the 

experiments have not been performed with the highest flux available. At least a factor ten 

flux increase can be obtained by maximum opening of the slits with only a minor in

crease in spotsize. The measured flux during the experiments was about 106 ph/(s.mA) 

and the spotsize 15 x 20 pm horizontally and vertically, respectively.

Table 5.1 shows the experimental and theoretical values of absolute and relative 

sensitivity for vanadium, cobalt, zinc and bromine, based on the measurement of the 

Araldite samples. Absolute sensitivities (A.S.) are expressed in weight units (in counts/ 

s.pg) and the relative sensitivities (R.S.) are expressed in relative amounts (in counts/ 

s.ppm or counts/s.pgg'1). The errors in the theoretical and experimental values are lower 

than 15% and 10% respectively.

Sensitivity A.S. (exp) A.S. (theo) R.S. (exp) R.S. (theo)
(counts/s.pg) (counts/s.pg) (counts/s.ppm) (counts/s.ppm)

V 1.7 2.1 0.03 0.04

Co 4.9 5.1 0.09 0.09
Zn 7.6 8.6 0.14 0.15
Br 13.3 15.1 0.24 0.27

Table 5.1 Experimental and theoretical values of absolute and relative sensitivities
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The same set of samples have been measured with the micro-PIXE technique as 

well. The measurements were performed by the Amsterdam micro-PIXE set-up, which is 

described elsewhere [Bos84b]. Fig. 5.15 shows the ratio of sensitivities for SXRF and 

for PIXE (as a function of atomic number) assuming the thin target approximation and 

the same solid angle of the detector system. This ratio is nothing more than the ratio of 

the ionization cross-section for X-rays and protons, in this case chosen for typical opera

tional energies 15 keV and 2.5 MeV, respectively, times the ratio of the flux densities of 

SXRF (3 106 particles/(s.pm2)) and PIXE (2 pA/pm2 = 1.25 107 particles/(s.pm2)). 

These flux densities are typical values for the Daresbury and Amsterdam setup, respec

tively. From fig. 5.15 it can be concluded that for the element calcium the sensitivity for 

both techniques is equal, and that for higher Z-elements SXRF is favourable and for low

er Z-elements PIXE.

Fig. 5.15 The calculated ratio of sensitivities of photons (15 keV) to protons (2.5 MeV) 

as a function of atomic number (K lines) assuming the thin target approxima

tion and an equal solid angle of the detection system for both the SXRF and 

PIXE setup
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5.4.5 Detection limits of SXRF

Normally, the detection limits are defined by demanding that the analytical signal 

I , has to be greater than three times the standard deviation (oB) of the background. Cur

rie [Cur68] has documented the detection limit calculation techniques for statistical pro

cesses such as counting. At the limit of detection, the smallest detectable signal, Imdl. 

is:

iMDl  = 3ob  <5-16>

The lowest weight detectable ([aJ^DlJ is thus given by:

intensity of the background Ob) >s the column of the background present under the fluo

rescent peak and so dependent on the detector resolution. The sensitivity S and its param

eters are defined in the previous section. The intensity of the theoretical background can 

be expressed in a similar way as equation 5.13 and so the lowest detectable weight can 
be calculated.

The (experimental) relative minimum detection limit (MDL) is determined by ap

plying Currie’s criterion [Cur68], which is:

where c is the mass fraction in parts per million, Ix is the net number of counts in the 

peak obtained by spectrum fitting (see sect 5.4.6) and IB is the number of background 

counts. According to Bos et al. [Bos84], the number of background counts was taken as 

the number of counts present in an area 1.2 times the fwhm of the peak. The number of 

background counts under the peak is the sum of the content of the channels in that region 

minus the net peak.

(5.17)

The standard deviation (aB) of the background is normally taken as oB = \ I B, where the

MDL = c - f - ^ (5.18)
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Fig. S.16 shows the relative minimum detection limits for the elements mentioned 

in Table 1 for SXRF and PIXE, based on Currie’s criterion. The absolute minimum de

tection limit for Zn and Br is 7 and 4 femtogram respectively for SXRF and 2 and 2.2 

femtogram respectively for PIXE.

Fig. 5.16 The minimum detection limits measured for elemental doped Araldite for 
SXRF and PIXE, sample thickness 60 pm and irradiation time 300 sec

Other examples, where the performance of the different techniques is demonstrat

ed, are shown in fig. 5.17 and fig. 5.18. Spectra of human hair and orchard leaves have 

been produced by PIXE, XRF-tube, SXRF with a broad banded (graphite) monochroma

tor and with a narrow band (silicon) monochromator. The first three spectra of fig. 5.17 

and fig. 5.18 have been described and published previously by Bos et al. [Bos84a]. The 

figure clearly demonstrates the different background shapes in the spectra obtained by ir

radiating the samples by the different techniques.

Also the effect of polarisation on the Compton scattering in the case of SXRF is 

clear compared to the XRF Compton scattering, which has a tail down to almost the en

ergy of 10 keV. The decrease of flux due to the narrow energy bandwidth of the silicon
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Fig. 5.17 X-ray spectra of human hair (IAEA HH-1) excited by a) 3 MeV protons, 

b) 17.5 keV photons from a conventional X-ray tube with a Mo anode, c) 

synchrotron radiation monochromated to 16.5 keV with a broadbanded 

graphite monochromator and d) 15 keV with a narrowbanded silicon 

monochromator. Number on fluorescent lines gives (unless otherwise indi

cated) the concentration of that element in units pgg'1.
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Fig. 5.18 X-ray spectra of orchard leaves (NBS SRM 1571) excited by a) 3 MeV 

protons, b) 17.5 keV photons from a conventional X-ray tube with a Mo 

anode, c) synchrotron radiation monochromated to 16.5 keV with a broad- 

banded graphite monochromator and d) 15 keV with a narrowbanded sili

con monochromator. Number on fluorescent lines gives (unless otherwise 

indicated) the concentration of that element in units jigg'1.
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monochromator compared to the flux in case of the broad bandwidth of the graphite 

monochromator is compensated by the focussing action of the silicon crystal. As a result 

of the narrow energy bandwidth, elements with characteristic radiation >  10 keV like 

for instance Pb and Br will have better detection limits because of the lower Compton - 

and Rayleigh background. From the obtained spectra the relative detection limits were 

calculated. All data were normalized to 1000 sec irradiation time and for SXRF to 200 

mA stored beam. The detection limits derived from the measured spectra are shown in 

fig. 5.19 and fig. 5.20 for human hair and orchard leaves, respectively, and clearly dem

onstrate the region where SXRF is favourable compared to the other techniques.

5.4.6 Spectrum analysis

The net intensities of the characteristic X-rays were evaluated by means of a com

puter routine based on least-square fitting, using the Marquardt algorithm [Blo75]. Spec

tra include predominant peaks due to coherently and incoherently scattered X-rays in the 

sample, from the curved monochromator, which selects nearly monochromatic radiation 

with a calculated bandwidth of about 300 eV. Note that for S i(lll) the second order re

flection is absent, owing to the symmetry in the diamond cubic structure of silicon. The 

coherent peak appeared to have a near Gaussian shape and was found at 14.89 ± 0.02 

keV. The incoherently scattered peak maximum was found at 14.47 ± 0.02 keV, which 

corresponds to the theoretical value of 14.468 keV calculated with the Compton formula 

for an average scatter angle of 90°.

5.4.7 Concentration assignment by the calibration method

In order to correlate specific X-ray intensities with elemental weights or concentra

tions for biological material, homogeneous single-element reference specimens were 

used. Known concentrations (5, 50, 500 ppm) of vanadium, cobalt and zinc were doped 

in 60 pm thick sliced Araldite. All concentration plots, corrected for self absorption, in 

fig. 5.21, show a linear dependence of the ratio of the fluorescent signal over the Comp

ton - plus Rayleigh peak on the concentration. The curves in the figure hold for thin tar

gets, so if absorption cannot be ignored the plots have to be corrected by the absorption
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Fig. 5.19 Detection limits of several elements in IAEA human hair for dif

ferent excitation modes derived from the spectra shown in fig. 5.17

Fig. 5.20 Detection limits of several elements in NBS orchard leaves for dif

ferent excitation modes derived from the spectra shown in fig. 5.18
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correction term, see equation 5.2. If absorption cannot be ignored the scale of the vertical 

axis in fig. 5.21 has to be multiplied by the absorption term.

Fig. 5.21 Calibration plots for vanadium, cobalt and zinc. C is the ratio of the 

fluorescent signal over the sum of the Compton- and Rayleigh peak.

5.4.8 Concentration assignment by the polarisation method

Concentrations have been determined from the reference standard material bovine 

liver (NBS SRM 1577) in two ways, using the methods outlined in the sections on theory 

(sect. 5.4.2) and calibration (sect. 5.4.7) respectively. Counts of the fluorescent peaks and 

of the Compton- and Rayleigh peaks have been taken from spectrum fig. 5.22. For the 

determination of the coherent and incoherent mass scattering coefficient, the degree of 

polarisation is needed.

The polarisation factor was determined on a thin titanium foil, with thickness 0.4 

pm. From the measured spectrum the ratio of the titanium peak (I-p,) and the sum of the
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Fig. 5.22 X-ray spectrum of the reference standard bovine liver (NBS SRM 

1577) excited by 15 keV radiation (2 GeV, 169 mA, 907 sec)

Compton - and Rayleigh peaks (Içr) can be calculated. Applying equation 5.13 and as
suming that absorption can be neglected, the titanium fluorescent signal is expressed by:

Atlcm
(5.19)

where the solid angle of the detector (AÎ2) is defined by:

AQ (5.20)

with Odet is the active crystal area of the detector and R is the sample-detector distance.
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The number of coherent and incoherent scattered rays are:

[da  . da. . n 2
- ^  + ~ 5 n 5L|(£ =i ) pd<^ 2 ) daM <5-2»

where the solid angle of the detector (d£l) in steradians is defined by:

d ii ■ 4x(sr) (5.22)

Now inserting the number of titanium atoms seen by the beam into equation 5.19, which
is:

*Ti 8 e n r
(5.23)

the ratio reduces to:

(5.24)

where Nq is Avogadro’s number, Ap-, is the atomic weight of titanium, p the titanium 

density and d the thickness. The degree of polarisation found for the measurement was
0.939.

The total mass scattering coefficient for bovine liver, with the composition taken 

from Gladney [Gla80], could now be calculated with P = 0.939 and turned out to be 1.1 

IO'2 cm2/g. Kubo et al. [Kub79] have listed average experimental cross-sections for var

ious biological samples including bovine liver and reported the small variation in cross- 

section among the samples. The mass scattering cross-sections typically do not vary 

more than a few percent from the average, with a maximum of 10 %.
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Table 5.2 shows the calculated concentrations, the values determined from the cal

ibration line and the certified values for different trace elements in bovine liver SRM 

1577. The errors indicated in the first two columns arc only statistical errors. X-ray pro

duction cross-sections are estimated to be lower than 15% for all the elements and the 

coherent and incoherent cross-sections are accurate within 5%. Probable errors in the 

spectrum fitting procedure are not taken into account. The errors of the measured and 

NBS values arc larger because the spread by different analytical methods is included.

Element Cal. method1 Pol. method2 Mea. values3 NBS values3

K 8395 ±59 8654 ±61 9430 ±990 9700 ±600

Mn 9.0 ±0.3 9.3 ±0.3 10.2 ±0.9 10.37 ±1.0

Fe 241 ±2 247 ±2 263 ±13 270 ±20

Cu 193 ±2 199 ±2 189 ±21 193 ±10

Zn 133 ±1 137 ±1 132 ±10 130 ±10
Se 1.3 ±0.1 1.3 ±0.1 1.08 ±0.07 1.1 ±0.1

Br 10.5 ±0.2 10.7 ±0.2 8.7 ±1.7 (10)

1) this work, determined by the calibration method outlined in section 5.4.6
2) this work, determined by the polarisation m ethod outlined in section 5.4.2 and 5.4.7
3) measured and NBS certified values from Gladney [Gla80]

Table 5.2 Trace element concentrations in Bovine Liver (SRM 1577) in ppm (pg/g)

5.4.9 Applications

The synchrotron microprobe has been employed for experiments on human hair 

and hair roots [Lan89a], hamster tooth germs [Lan90b,Tro90], gel electrophoresis sam

ples and rat brain sections. Also other type of samples have been investigated and ele

mental distributions have been determined for archaeological bones, fluid inclusions in 

quartz, fly ash particles, glass particles, cosmic dust, chondrites and other geological 

samples.
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In this paragraph experiments on rat brain sections, more specifically the hip

pocampus, will be discussed. In particular the role of zinc has been investigated thor

oughly [Fre81]. Wensink et al. [Wen87] studied the effect on dietary zinc deficiency on 

the zinc content of mossy fibres of the rat hippocampus. Fig. 5.23 shows a photograph of 

a control rat brain section of 4 pm thickness. This particular coupe has been measured 

with micro-PIXE as well as micro-SXRF. Specimen preparation, micro-PIXE setup and 

data analysis have been described by Lenglet [Len88]. A synchrotron radiation linescan, 

constructed as a 26-points measurement of 300 sec each over a length of 400 pm, was 

measured along a line parallel to and 250 pm above the line of the PIXE scan. Fig. 5.24 

shows a typical synchrotron radiation spectrum from a point measurement and fig. 5.25 

shows the zinc distribution over the hippocampus. Concentration assignment of the zinc

5.4.9.1 Zinc determination in the hippocampus

Fig. 5.23 Photograph of a rat brain section. The dimension of 

the PIXE line scan, seen as the black line, is 2 mm.

distribution has been determined by the calibration method. In the mossy fibre region, 

where zinc concentrations have highest values, the mean concentration turned out to be 

114 ± 8 ppm with a mean zinc content of 60 ± 6 ppm elsewhere in the section. The ratio 

of mean zinc content in and outside the mossy fibre zone was 1.9 ± 0.33, which is con-
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Fig. 5.24 A typical synchrotron radiation X-ray spectrum of a point mea

surement on the line scan measured by micro-SXRF in 300 sec

Fig. 5.25 Elemental zinc distribution performed across the hippocampus
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sistent with the value of 2.1 ± 0.33 for controls found by Lenglet [Len88]. The photo- 

graph fig. 5.23 taken after the measurements of PIXE and SXRF clearly shows visible 

radiation damage in case of PIXE.

Fig. 5.26 shows the matrix thickness distribution of brain tissue before and after 

proton bombardment. This figure demonstrates not only the considerable loss of materi

al, but also the phenomenon that this loss is position dependent The technique to estab

lish mass loss during irradiation has been described by Vis [Vis88]. In the SXRF case no 

visual radiation damage could be found by investigating the coupe with a light micro

scope.

Fig. 5.26 Thickness variation of matrix brain tissue before (solid line) and 

after (dotted line) proton bombardment for 1 hr with 1 nA 

beam. Results shown are from a line scan divided into 32 pixels.

The local radiation dose delivered by the synchrotron microprobe and the proton 

microprobe can be evaluated according to Kirz and Sayre [Kiz80] and Lenglet et al. 

[Len85] respectively. The doses were calculated according to the experimental circum

stances and amounted to about 102 J/g and 106 J/g, for the micro-SXRF and the micro- 

PIXE experiments respectively. These local radiation doses seem to be consistent with 

Kirz and Sayre [Kiz80], who state that a dose of 102 J/g is sufficient to kill living cells 

and that a dose of 104 J/g is sufficient to cause serious structural changes in the sample.
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Generally, hamster tooth germs are studied for the role of fluorine on the miner

alisation of the dental layer. The discussion from a biochemical point of view can be 

found in Lyaruu et al. [Lya90]. The role of essential elements like zinc and copper of en

zymes which take part in the mineralisation process is not known, therefore a pilot study 

has been performed.

Fig. 5.27 shows a photograph of a hamster tooth germ section of 2 pm thick

ness. This coupe has also been measured with micro-SXRF as well as micro-PIXE. In 

case of micro-PIXE the beam size was 5 x 20 pm2 and the beam energy 3 MeV with 400 

pA beam current and 20 min scan time over 500 pm. Fig. 5.28 shows the measured sum 

spectrum for the (top) scan indicated in the picture. Also a line scan was carried out with 

the synchrotron microprobe with a beam size of 10 x 20 pm2. The line scan was con

structed as a 20 points measurement of 5 min. per point over a length of 1 mm. The mi- 

cro-SXRF line scan was performed parallel to but 200 pm above the PIXE line scan. The

S.4.9.2 Zinc and  copper determ ination in ham ster to o th  germ s

Fig. 5.27 Photograph of a hamster tooth germ section of 2 pm thickness. The 

dimension of the PIXE line scans, seen as black lines, is 500 pm. 

The SXRF line scan was done 200 pm above the top PIXE scan.
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Fig. 5.28 The X-ray fluorescence sum spectrum of the (top) line scan 

measured by micro-PIXE in 20 min over a distance of 500 Jim

Fig. 5.29 The X-ray fluorescence sum spectrum of the line scan (11 points of equi

distance) measured by micro-SXRF in 55 min over a distance of 500 pm
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micro-SXRF sum spectrum over 500 pm parallel to the PIXE line scan is shown in fig. 

5.29. Again it is shown that the sensitivity for the heavier elements like copper and zinc 

is better for SXRF than for PIXE.

SXRF over the dental layer for the elements calcium, phosphorus, copper and zinc, 

concentrations of copper and zinc have been determined by the calibration method 

sec. 4.5.7). The calcium and/or phosphorus distributions are needed to be able to locate 

the copper and zinc distributions and are plotted in relative units ( the ratio of the number 

of fluorescent counts and the sum of the Compton and Rayleigh counts). The local radia

tion doses delivered by the synchrotron microprobe and the proton microprobe were cal

culated according to the experimental circumstances and amounted to about 250 J/g and 

5x10s J/g, respectively.

0 8
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Fig. 5.30 The elemental distributions obtained by micro-SXRF 

for (a) calcium, (b) phosphorus, (c) copper and (d) zinc
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C h a p te r  6

C ry s ta l optics fo r  the  SRS (D aresbury) an d  th e  E S R F  (G renoble)

6.1 Introduction

In the preceding Chapters 4 and 5 it is demonstrated that with a concave bent ellip- 

soidally shaped S i(lll) crystal as a focussing device a microprobe can be constructed. 

The analytical results and applications show the potential of the microprobe. However, 

the optical features and analytical capabilities are strongly dependent on the source pa

rameters, in particular the brilliance of the source. If the source size is smaller higher flux 

densities and smaller spotsizes can be obtained for the same combination of focussing 

device and source distance. As third generation (insertion-based dedicated) storage rings 

are under construction, for instance the ESRF at Grenoble, it is useful to calculate the 

performance of a microprobe, when the same type of optics developed at Daresbury is 

used. Also more sophisticated systems are options to minimize aberrations, because 

higher flux is available at these facilities. This chapter deals with the comparison of the 

crystal optics used at Daresbury and what can be expected if the ESRF source parameters 

are used rather than the SRS source parameters. Also a comparison is made for more so

phisticated, combined systems like Kirkpatrick-Baez and Wolter systems.

6.2 Beam conditions and source parameters: SRS versus ESRF

The source parameters, the horizontal and vertical source size (fwhm) as well as 

the divergence, used in the calculations are listed in table 6.1 for both the SRS and the 

ESRF. The beam conditions assumed are 2 GeV and 100 mA for the SRS and 6 GeV and 

100 mA for the ESRF. ESRF data are taken and calculated from values specified in the 

"Red Book" [Red87] and in an ESRF report [Boe89]. The total beam line power and the 

surface power density is calculated according to Mourikis et al. [Mou88]. Note that in 

general no damage occurs for P < 50 W/cm2 [Sai89a]. Fig. 6.1 shows the intensity for the 

energy range up to 30 keV for both machines. For trace element analysis this energy 

range is basically sufficient to excite and to detect the K- or L-lines of all the elements.
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storage ring SRS ESRF
electron energy (GeV) 2 6
magnetic field (T) 1.2 0.8
critical energy (keV) 3.9 19.2
horizontal source size (mm) 2.0 0.376
vertical source size (mm) 0.3 0.303
horizontal source divergence (mrad) 4 6
vertical source divergence (mrad) ~0.1 -0.1
total beam line power (kW) ~2 -6
surface power density (W/cm2) ~0.2 -10

Table 6.1 Beam conditions and source parameters for the SRS and the ESRF

Fig. 6.1 The photon spectrum from the SRS and the ESRF for dipole bending magnets
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6.3 X-ray optical configurations

6.3.1 Single crystal option

As is concluded in Chapter 3 the ellipsoid is the best focussing device when a sin

gle crystal is used. Also discussed is that in the X-ray regime coma is the main aberration 

for Bragg reflection from curved crystals or reflection from curved mirrors. In order to 

be free of coma an optical system must obey the Abbé sine condition, which is equiva

lent to the condition that all the geometric paths through the optical system produce the 

same final magnification [Fra77]. In practice, this means that two or an even number of 

reflections are necessary to reduce or eliminate coma. This is one of the reasons for in

vestigating the performance of double crystal options, such as Kirkpatrick-Baez or Wol- 

ter systems. It is evident that a better resolution obtained by a double crystal combination 

can be reached only at the cost of reduced flux compared to single crystal systems.

6.3.2 Double crystal option

It is worthwhile considering the double crystal option because smaller spot sizes 

can be obtained by the reduction of coma. Already in 1948 Kirkpatrick and Baez de

scribed the optical features of double crystal configurations [Kir48J. Two spherical or cy

lindrical reflectors are crossed so that their meridional planes are at right angles (see fig. 

6.2). Another method is described by Wolter (WolSOJ, where the reflecting surfaces are

Fig. 6.2 The Kirkpatrick-Baez geometry
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coaxial surfaces of revolution (i.e. paraboloids, ellipsoids and hyperboloids) about the 

axis of symmetry (see fig. 6.3) so that the back focus of the first coincides with the focus 

of the second. X-ray microscopy provided the original motivation for the development of

both Kirkpatrick-Baez and Wolter systems. So far, the former has been used predomi

nantly for microscopes and the latter for telescopes, although both systems are used as 

the basic optics in existing microprobes (see section 3.2). The advantage of the Kirk- 

patrick-Baez system is that this system can be made astigmatism free, which is not the 

case when using one spherical or cylindrical reflector. Furthermore coma is reduced by 

approximating the Abbé sine condition. Another advantage is that simple surfaces are 

used, which can be produced easily by conventional techniques. This is in contrast with 

Wolter systems, where aspherical surfaces of revolution are used, but coma is more 

strongly reduced.

The performance of a third combination of reflectors (planar-ellipsoid) is also cal

culated. This is a compromise between the single crystal option and the double crystal 

options mentioned (see fig. 6.4). The reason is that by use of this combination the central 

ray remains horizontal, this in contrast to the single crystal option, where the focal plane 

is deflected from the horizontal plane under the double Bragg angle. A consequence is 

that by exchanging optical elements for other energies the vacuum chamber needs only 

be translated instead of rotated in order to maintain the minimum projected spotsize. The 

geometry of the Kirkpatrick-Baez system is even more awkward than the geometry of a 

single crystal, because the focal plane is deflected in two dimensions from the initial
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plane rather than in one dimension. Although the use of a planar as the first optical com

ponent and an ellipsoid as the second does not influence the Abbé sine condition as com

pared to only a single ellipsoid, the planar can be used as a cooling device to accept the 

high thermal beam loads. The other double crystal options are more critical, because now 

the curved crystal as first optical component has to deal with the thermal loads.

6.4 Ray-tracing results of single and double crystal options

Five optical configurations have been ray-traced for the SRS (Daresbury) and the 

ESRF (Grenoble) situation. These are the single crystal option (ellipsoid) and the double 

crystal options (a Kirkpatrick-Baez system, a Wolter system and a planar-ellipsoid com

bination) and a planar-planar combination as reference. The chosen crystal is S i(lll)  in 

all cases. The calculations are based on a minimum radius of curvature of 10 cm and the 

distance to the source of 80 m. The Darwin width is calculated according to section 4.4.5 

and is 3.7 arcsec for a flat S i(lll) crystal and 6.6 arcsec for the curved crystal for 15 

keV.

The tables 6.2 and 6.3 list the results of ray-tracing for the five configurations for 

the SRS and ESRF respectively with the crystals defined for 15 keV. The tables consist 

of a column of the ratio (N^ of the number of successful rays through the optical system
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and the number of started rays (106), the maximum accepted horizontal divergence (df,), 

the band with (dE), the horizontal spotsize (Sfc), vertical spotsize (Sy), the flux and the flux 

density. The initial beamline intensity for 15 keV is 9 107 photons/(s.mA.mrad hor. eV) 

and 7.4 109 photons/(s.mA.mrad hor.eV) for the SRS and the ESRF respectively. In ad

dition tol5 keV, the 30 keV and 45 keV have also been ray-traced to investigate the en

ergy dependence of the planar-planar, ellipsoid and planar-ellipsoid configurations with 

other geometrical circumstances equal, i.e. the same minimum radius of curvature and 

location to the source. The Bragg angle is derived from the chosen energy. For a flat

SRS 'S dE sh sv flux fluxdensity
ab. units mrad eV pm pm ph/s.mA ph/s.mA.pm2

planar-planar 7 10 3 0.65 -5 50000 3000 1 107 7 10*
ellipsoid 7 1<H 0.44 -500 10 4 8 10* T il?
planar-ellipsoid 7 10J 0.44 -4 10 4 9 10* 2IÖ3
Kirkpatrick-Baez 5 10 5 0.024 -5 4 11 3 102 6 10°
Wolter 2 10 s 0.05 -35 3 0.5 1.5 102 1 102

Table 6.2 Ray-tracing results for the SRS (see text)

ESRF Ni <1» dE s h Sy flux fluxdensity
ab. units mrad cV pm pm ph/s.mA ph/s.mA.pm2

planar-planar 3 i o 2 0.65 -5 50000 3000 2.0 10* 1.5 10°
ellipsoid 3 10 J 0.44 -500 1.9 1.6 1.5 10* 5.0 107
planar-ellipsoid 3 104 0.44 -4 1.9 1.6 1.5 10* 5.0 10s
Kirkpatrick-Baez 2 10 5 0.005 -5 4.0 1.9 9.0 102 1.0 102
Wolter 7 lO"0 0.04 -35 0.6 0.4 1.5 103 6.5 103

Table 6-3 Ray-tracing results for the ESRF (see text)

crystal the Darwin width is 1.9 arc sec and 1.2 arc sec, and for the curved crystal 9.9 arc- 

sec and 6.6 arc sec, for 30 keV and 45 keV respectively. The whole geometry is fixed, if 

the Bragg angle, the minimum radius of curvature and the location of the crystal is 

known. Fig. 6.5 shows the flux density as a function of energy for the three configura

tions for SRS and ESRF conditions. Finally table 6.4 demonstrates the energy depend
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ence of the spot size, the flux and the flux density for the planar-ellipsoid combination for 

both storage rings.

The method for calculating what flux density is needed, assuming a countrate of 1 

count/sec, to detect for instance 10 ppm zinc in an organic matrix is described in section 

3.3.1.3 and S.3.2.2 . In the same way an estimate can be made for the zinc concentration 

which can be detected in a 10 pm thick organic matrix with the calculated flux density 

from table 6.4, if the same countrate criterion is fulfilled and assuming 130 mA in the 

storage ring. As an example, the planar-ellipsoid microprobe with 15 keV excitation en

ergy can detect 200 ppm under SRS and 13 ppm under ESRF conditions.

SRS (Daresbury) ESRF (Grenoble)
energy spotsize flux fluxdensity spotsize flux fluxdensity

keV x.z pm2 ph/s.mA ph/s.mA.pm2 x.z pm2 ph/s.mA ph/s.mA.pm2
15 10x4 9.5 104 2.4 in3 1.9x1.6 1.5 106 5.0 105
30 19x7 1.4 101 1.0 10' 3.9x3.4 1.5 10‘ 1.0 103
45 29x10 1.7 101 5.9 10'2 5.7x4.9 5.0 105 2.0 104

Table 6.4 Ray-tracing results for the planar-ellipsoid configuration

6.5 Conclusion

Although the ellipsoid delivers the highest flux density owing to its greater band- 

with, and although a combination of aspherical shapes of revolution can obtain the small

est spot size owing to the strong reduction of coma, the planar-ellipsoid combination 

seems to be the best option as a compromise with some additional attractive features.

The planar is more able to tackle problems of heat load compared to curved crys

tals. Also this configuration is elegant when interchanging crystals for other energies. 

Note that for a fixed minimum radius of curvature and energy an unique ellipsoid exists, 

so that the geometry changes with energy.

With two crystals it is possible to filter out higher orders or unwanted reflections by 

a minor mistuning of the Bragg angle. A mistuning of the planar crystal has no effect or 

a minor effect only on the optical properties of the focussing system.
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Also the planar-ellipsoid combination is more easy to align than a combination of 

two curved crystals. A small mismatch of the planar with respect to the ellipsoid affects 

the energy only slightly but does not affect the final optical properties. For Kirkpatrick- 

Baez or Wolter systems a mismatch of one element with respect to the other has conse

quences for the energy as well as the optical geometry.
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Fig. 6.5 The fluxdensity as a function of energy for different 

optical systems for both the SRS and the ESRF 

(E=ellipsoid, PE=planar-ellipsoid, PP=planar-planar)
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Chapter 7

D iscussion a n d  conclusions

7.1 Discussion

At present, a few synchrotron microprobes are available at institutions equipped 

with an electron storage ring. Different approaches have been chosen to focus beams of 

X-rays to spot sizes of about one to tens of nm. Compared with ion probes, the spatial 

resolution is not as good yet, but already the synchrotron microprobe deserves a place 

among the analytical microprobes owing to its special advantages. Major advantages of 

the synchrotron beam are the much lower radiation damage caused by the beam, its very 

high stability and the higher cross-sections for inner-shell ionisation, especially for the 

heavier elements.

The performance of the optics of the synchrotron microprobe at Daresbury is limit

ed mainly by the source parameters, in particular the horizontal and vertical source size. 

To the first order the spotsize of the microprobe decreases proportionally with the reduc

tion of the source size. The main aberration term in X-ray optics is coma and at least two 

reflections are needed to meet the Abbe' sine condition. The technique of focussing us

ing an ellipsoidal crystal as the single optical component is not the best solution in terms 

of optics but it is simple in its use and delivers the highest flux as compared to combined 

or compound systems. The use of crystals in contrast to mirrors or multilayers is basical

ly not limited to lower X-ray energies. For the Daresbury Photon Microprobe the chosen 

energy is limited by the available intensity of the source which determines the measuring 

time to perform line- or area scans. Measuring times of more than about two hours are 

not very practical.

Good agreement was found between the measured spot profile and the profile cal

culations done by the ray-tracing program, which is indicative of the good overall shape 

accuracy of the ellipsoidally bent crystal. However, the measured vertical spot size, ex

pressed in fwhm, is larger than the expected vertical spot size based on ray-tracing calcu

lations. As discussed in sect 3.3, the ray-tracing program uses square source profiles and 

the curved crystal is simulated as a geometrical shape with no simulation of the penetra
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tion of rays into the crystal. Also it is assumed that the Bragg planes are parallel to the 

surface. A mismatch generates aberrations and these can be substantial especially in the 

diffraction plane which can be seen from aberration theory, outlined in Chapter 3.

The advantage of the higher brightness of the third generation synchrotrons is that 

the flux in the spot will be higher and the resolution of the spot will be better. The higher 

flux available will allow the use of wavelength dispersive systems. In combination with 

other techniques such as EXAFS and Tomography the optics developed can be used to 

extend these techniques to applications on the micrometre scale (micro-EXAFS and mi- 

cro-Tomography). Smaller spot sizes make the technique (micro-SXRF) more competi

tive with other analytical techniques.

7.2 Suggestions for further work

The main research program as reported in this thesis, both theoretical and experi

mental, has been concerned with X-ray optics, specifically for Trace Element Analysis. 

For the Daresbury facility the implementation of the chosen optics into a setup for Trace 

Element Analysis turned out to be successful. Further work must be focussed on soft

ware development for data acquisition and display modes of the data. The program for 

the measurement of single spectra is functioning satisfactorily, however for line- or area 

scans the program is underdeveloped and needs modification and extension to current 

standards, such as the use of menu’s for choosing options, windows for the simultaneous 

use of programs and colours for displaying elemental distributions. The implementation 

of established X-ray analysis software packages like AXIL or CRISS might be useful.

From the aberration theory, outlined in Chapter 3, the basis is given to derive for 

asymmetrical cut crystals the necessary equations for meridional and sagittal focussing 

as well as the condition for a stigmatic system. It is worthwhile to consider the use of 

asymmetrical cut crystals for curved crystal X-ray optics, especially the effect on the fo

cus conditions and aberrations to be expected. An advantage of asymmetrical cut crystals 

is that the same geometry can be used when crystals are exchanged for other energies.

The simulation program can be further improved by the implementation of non

square source profiles. Another useful improvement of the simulation program would be
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the implementation of 2D displays of the topograms, in particular the distribution in the 

focal plane. Also the option to study the depth effects for a particular geometrical shape 

as well as the effect of mismatch of the Bragg planes and the surface is very useful for 

the understanding of the focussing behaviour of curved crystals.

If high quality silicon crystals can be produced in thinner slices, focussing can be 

improved by applying higher curvatures. Also the use of glass moulds can give better re

sults by the reduction of unwanted reflections of the backing for higher energies.

Reliability of the XYZ stage can be improved by the implementation of optical rul

ers. where the readout is independent from the motor actions. Also a special focussing 

crystal stage with independent motors with readout would improve the flexibility of the 

system. Especially in combination with good diagnostics to display the spot, the align

ment procedure can be done more quickly. The alignment times need to be reduced when 

different wavelength crystals are to be used.

The alignment procedure of the crystal needs further care and attention. Basically 

there is a lack of good beam diagnostics. The fluorescent screen in use (ZnS) is function

ing. The grain size however is big compared to the beam dimensions and the ZnS layer 

is too thick so that the visible fluorescent spot is blurred by scattering. Improvement can 

be reached by a thin layer of a fluorescent single crystal. For example Csl gives better 

images though the intensity is very weak. To improve the alignment procedure the use of 

two-dimensional X-ray detectors are also an option. Although the resolution of these is 

mostly worse than the beam diameter, the detector does not need to be placed in the focal 

plane to have a diagnostic tool to minimize aberrations.

7.3 Conclusions

The results as presented in this thesis show that the concept of ellipsoidal focussing 

is successful and that the criteria adopted for the construction of a synchrotron micro- 

probe (in brief, a small spot size, a high flux, a “high" excitation energy and a high peak- 

to-background ratio) are fulfilled.

Using an ellipsoidally concave bent S i(l 11) crystal a spot size of 10 pm  horizontal-
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ly and IS pm vertically has been obtained, corresponding to a demagnification of the 

source dimensions by a factor 200 horizontally and a factor of 20 vertically or to a spot 

size reduction of the unfocussed beam at 80 m from the source by a factor 1000 horizon

tally and a factor 20 vertically.

The measured fluxdensity of 104 photons/(s.mA.|im2) was a factor 104 higher than 

the reflection from a flat S i(lll) crystal. The fluxdensity is sufficient for the detection of 

K-lines of the elements in the transition range and the L-lines close up to Bi on the sub- 

ppm level with a spatial resolution of about 10 pm. Analytical methods, like the calibra

tion- and polarisation method, have been described which are to quantify the measured 

data, which demonstrates that absolute quantities of the order of femtograms have been 

measured in biological systems. Artificially produced samples, standard reference mate

rials and demonstration experiments have already shown great potential in the study of 

biological, inorganic and geological samples.

The limitation of the Daresbury X-ray microprobe is not the quality of the ellipsoi

dal crystal but the quality of the X-ray source in terms of source dimensions. The quality 

of the optics of future X-ray microprobes can be improved, either by the new generation 

of storage rings producing point-like X-ray sources with narrow natural collimation or 

by new X-ray optical focussing techniques and technologies such as for instance the 

Bragg-Fresnel zoneplates which seem very promising. The limited availability of syn

chrotron facilities may hamper a fast development of better microprobes, although new 

storage rings, socalled third (or fourth) generation machines such as the ESRF and the 

APS, are under construction. It is to be expected that, owing to the high brightness of 

these new sources and owing to the development of insertion devices in the electron 

beam to obtain small source sizes, the future synchrotron microprobes will have spatial 

resolutions comparable with the ion probes in operation now (> 0.5 pm). Especially for 

these very small spots, the advantage of lower radiation damage becomes very important 

in a variety of applications.
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A p p e n d ix  1

L ist o f ac ro n y m s a n d  abb rev ia tions

AAS Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy

AEM Auger Electron Microscopy

AES Auger Electron Spectroscopy

B.E. Backscattered Electrons

CL Cathodoluminescence

CTEM Conventional Transmission Electron Microscopy

EDS Energy Dispersive (X-ray) Spectroscopy

EDX Energy Dispersive (X-ray) Spectrometry

EELS Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy

EID Electron Induced Desorption

EM Electron Microscopy

EPMA Electron Probe (X-ray) Microanalysis

E.S. Electron Spectrometer

EXAFS Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure

EXELFS Extended Electron Loss Fine Structure

HEED High Energy Electron Diffraction

IM Ion Microscopy

IMMA Ion Microprobe Mass Analysis

IR Induced Radioactivity

LS. Ion Spectrometer

ISS Ion Scattering Spectrometry

LAMMA Laser Microprobe Mass Analysis

LEED Low Energy Electron Diffraction

MS Mass Spectrometry

M.S. Mass Spectrometer

NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
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A p p e n d ix  1

NRA Nuclear Reaction Analysis

OES Optical Emission Spectroscopy

O.S. Optical Spectrometer

PAS Photo Acoustic Spectrometry

PEM Photo Emission Microscopy

PIXE Proton (Particle) Induced X-ray Emission

PIGE Proton (Particle) Induced y-ray Emission

PRA Prompt Radiation Analysis

RAMAN Laser Raman spectroscopy

RBS Rutherford Back Scattering

SAM Scanning Auger Microscopy

SCANIIR Surface Chemical Analysis by Neutral and Ionized Impact Radiation

S.E. Secondary Electrons

SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy

SIMS Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry

STEM Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy

(S)TIM (Scanning) Transmission Ion Microscopy

SXRF Synchrotron X-ray Fluorescence

TEELS Transmission EELS

TEM Transmission Electron Microscopy

THEED Transmission HEED

UPS Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectrometry

WDS Wavelength Dispersive (X-ray) Spectrometry

XPS X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometry

XRD X-ray Diffraction

XRF X-ray Fluorescence

X.S. X-ray Spectrometer
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A p p e n d ix  2

E q u a tio n s  fo r o p tica l su rfaces *

meridional cylinder:

sagittal cylinder:

sphere:

paraboloid:

x2coj2© --f y2iin 20 B + z2 -  2 y z ii/i0 Rcoi6R - 4 x r bJi/i0R = 0

ellipsoid:

V b  (ra + rb) 

4

[rarJ y [W m2e J

\  . , 4' .  „  1 +  xy[~2cof8H ( - -----f  ) ( — !—  )1 = 0
L ( r a +  rb> 5,"®bJ L B r .  rb r a +  rb J

*  Equations fo r op tical surfaces in the local reference ñame as defined in fig . 3.1
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A p p e n d ix  3

“ N o d a”  coefficients fo r  op tica l su rfaces  *

m erid ional
cylinder

sagittal
cylinder sphere toroid parabo lo id ellipsoid

* 2 0
1

2R
0

2R
1

2R f

sin 0B

~ 4 f ~

* 0 2 0
1

2p

1
2R

1

2p

1
4fsi/i0B

1
4 f  ji'n0B

* 1 2 0 0 0 0
-co/0B

8f2

- co* b b  P . - M  
8f2 L r. +  r J

■ 2 2 0 0
1

4 R 3

1

4 R 2p

3 c o . \  

32f 3w i 0b

Î 3  4 f *  (,

16f3jm 0B L.2 r, rb V 5 ' \

*3 0 0 0 0 0
-j in 0 B cos0B 

8f2

- c" eo r . - v i

8f2ji*i20B Lr. +  rJ

*  04 0
1

8p3

1

8 R 3

1

8p3 64f3« n 30B
— -1 — —  r cQt2e +  j l f - , « , 2* 1
64f3*i#i30B L B r. rb BJ

*  40
1

8 R 3
0

1

8 R 3 8 R 3 64 f3

* The coefficients for optical surfaces as determined according to section 3.2.2
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A p p e n d ix  4

T he to tal lig h t p a th  function

AP + PB = ra + rb

- y  (sin d  + sinß)

1 f  cos2a  „ 1 2 1 T cos2ü „ J  2- 2 a 20c o ja J y  +  ? - 2a20<r<,spjy

1 [^ima _  ̂ cosa^  _ 2ajoCOTaj y3

- Z a^co iß ) - îa joco ip jy 3

1 f  sin2a. ( cos2a  sind .1 421—̂ 2— ------ 2a2QCosdj -  —  (28300050) j y

1 r5in2ß ( cos2ß A 5i/tß ovl 4
2 ̂ -^2“  “ 2a20COi ß J “ -7— (2a30COJP> J y
j [ r  -  2a02c o s a jz 2 + i  ^ a ^ c o s ß j z 2

¿ - [ a 2 - 2 a r , l + jL [ a J - 2 a a |)]

-  g ^ [ ( ^ - 2ao2r, c“ “ ) z2 + ^ ( I î - 2za ,) ]

] T«

] T ‘

Tj
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-  g J - [ < ^ - 2*02rb‘;<«P) l 2 + ^ ( lb - 2 lIb) ]

1 sina r  1 1 2 1 sin B r  1 „ „ 1 2

2"vk ao2CMar  +2"5rk" *a2“"TI
■ [at2C£)ja]yz2 -  [a,2casf}] yz2

1 sina  3 1 il'nP 2
2 - r tz» "  2zzai y + 2  —  izb -  2zzbi y

ra rb

1 ji«2a  2 ,  , 2 1 i i " 2P , 2 ,  , 2
2 — 3 t za -  2zzâ  y + 2 ^ r lzb “ 2zzbly

1 sinra  r  l  1 2 2  1 « « 2p r l  „ « 1 2 22 — 2- | ^ - - 2aa2co ia Jy  z + - _ ? _ ^ _ - 2a02cojpJy z

1 sina  r , 2 2  „ « , 2 2
2 ~ r—  | - 2a12OTiaJ y z +  2 ~ -  [ - 2a ,2cofp] y2z2

5 -  2a40Ci>iajy 4 + -  2»40o tsP

5  -  2a04a » a jz 4 +  J  [^7^ ~ ia ^ c o s p jz4

-  , B „ « ] , V ♦ p £ S  -  a22zoiP]y
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A p p e n d ix  5

D esign  p a ram e te rs  o f th e  D aresb u ry  pho ton  m ic ro p ro b e

Horizontal object size .............................................................................  2 mm

Vertical object size ............................................................................... 0.3 mm

Horizontal source divergence ...............................................................  4 mrad

Vertical source divergence (15 keV) ...............................................  0.075 mrad

Object distance ........................................................................................  80 m

Image distance .....................................................................................  0.38 m

Magnification .........................................................................................  1/210

Semimajor axis of the ellipsoid...........................................................  40.19 m

Semiminor axis of the ellipsoid ...........................................................  0.72 m

Eccentricity of the ellipsoid .............................................................  0.999835

Local sagittal radius of curvature ...........................................................  0.1 m

Local meridional radius of curvature ...................................................  5.74 m

Crystal material and reflection planes ...................................................  Si(lll)

2d-spacing ......................................................................................... 0.627 nm

Bragg angle .............................................................................................  7.57°
Darwin width, flat Si(l 1 1 ) .........................................................................  3.7"

Darwin width, bent Si(l 11) .......................................................................  6.6"

Extinction length, flat Si( 111) .............................................................  11.6 pm

AE/E, f la tS i(lll)  .............................................................................  1.31 H)-4

Operating energy and calculated bandwidth ..............................  15.0/0.3 keV

Available 15 keV fluxdensity at 80 m ...................................................  3.2 105

(per area slit opening) .....................................................ph/(s.mA.100eV.mm2)

Crystal dimension ......................................................................... diam 60 mm

Crystal thickness ...................................................................................  100 pm

Crystal substrate material ...............................................................  Aluminium

Shape accuracy (over 30 mm in the centre) ...........................................<1 pm
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A p p e n d ix  6

Physical d a ta  o f  Silicon *

property symbol quantity unit

atomic number A 14

density @20 °C P 2.34 gem"3

hardness H 7.0 Mohs

elastic constants «11 167.4 GPa
@Poisson’s ratio: <=12 65.2 GPa
v = c,2/(c„« ,j) C44 79.6 GPa

temperature coefficients dc„/dT -75.0XKT5 PaK'1
of elastic constants dc12/dT -24 .5xl<r5 PaK 1

dc^/dJ -55 .5xl<r5 PaK1

Young’s modulus Yi 190 GPa

thermal conductivity K 157 W m’1 K'1

coefficients of linear 
thermal expansion

K‘ 2.33x10"* K»

inter planar spacing d 0.31355 nm

volume of the unit cell vo 0.16 nm3

Debye-Waller factor Fx 16.7X10-12 cm

linear attenuation 
coefficient @ 15 keV

Mo 23 cm'1

extinction length 
@15 keV

■ex. 11.6 pm

extinction thickness 
@15 keV

*txl 1.53 pm

absorption thickness 
@15 keV

labt 28.6 pm

energy resolution AE/E 1.31XKT4

Darwin width 
@15 keV @(111)

AO 3.6 arcsec

* d a ta  taken from [Kui 83, Suo 86, Goo 87, R e  88], where relevant for reflection planes (111)
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A p p e n d ix  7

D erivation o f  the eq u a tio n  o f th e  15 keV  ellipso ida l crysta l

In general, it is more convenient for synchrotron focussed beam applications to 

change the system of coordinates from one in which the ellipsoid is defined as a revolu

tion of an ellipse around the x-axis, to the local system of coordinates of the focussing 

crystal (see fig. Al).

For convenience the plane tangent to the ellipsoid in (xq, y0, 0) tilted at angle 8 to 

the horizontal incident beam is considered, because of rotation symmetry of the ellipsoid 

in the (y, z)-plane, so the equation of the ellipsoid as referred to the tangent plane is:

x

SYNCHRO TRO N
SOURCE

Fig. A I  Diagram of the elliptical focussing geometry

( xcosb -  y sin 8 + x0)
(A.l)
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or

where

A x 2 +  B y 2 + Cz2 + D x y  +  E x  +  F y  = 0 ,

A
cos18 
~ 5~ +

sin2 8
i r -

(A.2)

(A.3)

sin2 8 cos2 8 (A.4)

C
b2 ’

(A.5)

D 2cos8sin8(-r— ; ) ,
k2 o2

(A.6)

(A.7)

(A.8)

The position on the ellipsoid is known, when the major axis a, the minor axis b and the 

tilt angle 8 are given, except for the position in the (y, z)-plane because of rotation sym

metry.

From the experimental setup the parameters (a, b, 8) are not directly known, and 

therefore (p, q, 0) are more convenient parameters, where p is the major distance from 

the source to the crystal, q the minor distance from the crystal to the focus, and 0 the 

Bragg angle. The distance p is fixed by the distance from the experimental hutch to the 

SR source, which is 80 m. The Bragg angle is fixed by the choice of the crystal, the re

flecting planes and the excitation energy, which is 7.57°, as discussed in section 4.4.2.
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The distance q is set by the minimum acceptable radius of curvature of the crystal. The 

radius is fixed at 10 cm. With the expression of sagittal focussing (see section 3.2.2):

1 1 2 sin 6
p + q ’

(A.9)

there follows q = 38 cm. Now the transformation T: (p, q, 0) —> (a, b, 8) 

formed by:

can be per-

a = ^(P + q) = 4019 . (A.10)

b = sinQjpq = 0.72892227 . (A .ll)

6 = „tan (E^ra/iO) = 7.526° . (A.12)p + q

with dimensions in m.

The final expression of the ellipsoid is thus:

[40I 9]  + [0.72892]  + [0.72892]  = 1 * (A.13)

with:

y0 = Rtcosb = 0.099 , (A. 14)

r0 = a [ l -  (y^/b)*] = 39.816. (A.15)

The height of several points on the crystal surface can be calculated from eq. A.2:

ByJ+ (Dx + F)y+ (Ax2 + Cz2) = 0 . (A.16)
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The equation has a solution, in the diffraction plane z = 0, which is:

-  ( D x  +  F )  +  [ ( D x +  F ) 2 - 4 B A x ] 1/2

S i I

As an example: What is the heigth of the crystal at x+ = +2.5 cm and x. = -2.5 cm from 

the centre in the meridional plane? From eq. A. 17 one finds: y+ = 60 pm and y. = 53 pm. 

Note that in the centre the condition for astigmatism holds:

^  = ji/i20 = 0.0175 . (A. 18)

In case of a toroid, therefore, the heigths of the crystal on the same position would be y+ 

= y. = 55 pm. An ellipsoid is a better focussing device than a toroid because of the de

creasing sagittal radius with increasing x (see fig. A.l) rather than because of the devia

tion from the meridional radius. So coma will be minimized with respect to the toroid, 

where the sagittal radius is a constant.

(A. 17)y =

-  1 3 2 -
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APPENDIX D .i

Holoney «urine leuktnia virus complete genoie

6C6CCAGUCC UCCGAUUGAC UGAGUCGCCC GGGUACCCGU 6UAUCCAAUA AACCCUCUUG CAGUUGCAUC CGACUUGUGG UCUCGCUGUU CCUUGGGAG

UACCCGUCAG CGGGG6UCUU UCAUUU6666 GCUC6UCCGG 6AUCG6GA6A CCCCUSCCCA GGGACCACCG ACCCACCACC 6GGAG6UAA6 CUGGCCAGCA ACUUAUCUGU GUCUGUCCG

300
AUUUUAU6C6 CCUGCGUCGG UACUAGUUAG CUAACUA6CU CUGUAUCU6G CGGACCCGUG GUGGAACUGA C6AGUUCG6A 
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6AGAC6UCCC AGGGACUUCG GGGGCCGUUU UUGUGGCCCG ACCUGAGUCC AAAAAUCCCG AUCGUUUUGG ACUCUUUG6U GCACCCCCCU UA6AGGA6G6 AUAUGUGGUU CUGGUAGGAI

540
ACGAGAACCU AAAACAGUUC CCGCCUCCGU CUGAAUUUUU 6CUUUC66UU U666ACC6AA 6CC6C6CC6C GCGUCUUGUC U6CUGCAGCA 
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Noloney turine ltuleti* cotplete qenote

CAUAU6A6AU CUUAUAU666 GCACCCCCGC CCCUUGUAAA 0 A CAAGAGUUAC UAACAGCCCC UCUCUCCAAG CUCACUUACA 66CUCUCUAC UUAGUCCA6C
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APPENDIX D.ü

AKV aurine leukeaia virus, coaplete p ro v in i qenooe

GCGCCAGUCC UCC6AUAGAC UGA6UCGCCC GGGUACCCGU GUAUCCAAUA AAGCCUUUUG CUGUUGCAUC CGAAUCGU6G UCUCGCUGAU CCUU6G6AG6 GUCUCCUCAG A6U6AUU6AC

U6CCCAGCCU 6GGGGUCUUU CAUUUGGGGG CUCGUCC66G AUUU6GAGAC CCCCGCCCA6 6GACCACCGA CCCACC6UC6 6GAG6UAAGC Ul

UCCCGACC6C AGCCCUGGGA GACGUCUCAG AGGCAUCGGG G6CCCGCU6G GUGGCCCAAU CAGUAAGUCC GAGUCCUGAC CGAUUCGGAC UAUUUGGGGC CCCUCCUUUG UC66A66G6U

AC6UGGUUCU UUUAGGAGAC GAGAGGUCCA AGCCCUC6CC 6CCUCCAUCU 6AAUUUUUGC UUUCGGUUUU UC6CCGAAAC C6CGCCGC6C GUCUUGUCUG UCUCAGUAUU GUUUUGUCAU

UUGUCUGUUC GUUAUUGUUU U6GACCGCUU CUAAAAAcíil 66GACAGACC GUAACCACCC CUCUGAGUCU GACCCUA6AA CACUGGGAA6 AU6UCCAGGG CAUCGCGUCC AAUCAGUCCG

UAGAUGUCAA GAAGAGACGC UGGGUCACCU UCUGCUCUGC CGAGUGGCCA ACUUUCG6UG UA666UG6CC ACAAGAUGGU ACUUUUAAUU UGGACAUUAU UCUACAGGUU AAAUCUAAGG

UGUUCUCUCC UGGUCCCCAC 66ACACCCGG AUCAGGUCCC AUAUAUUGUC ACCUGGGAGG CUAUU6CCUA UGAACCCCCU CCGUGGGUCA AACCUUUUGU CUCUCCCAAA CUCUCCCGCU

CUCCAACC6C UCCCAUCCUC CCAUCC6GUC CUUCGACCCA ACCUCCGCCC C6AUCUGCCC UUUACCCU6C UCUUACCCCC UCUAUAAAAC CCA6ACCUUC UAAACCUCAG GUUCUCUCCG

S
g

S



coaplctf proviral gcnoae

HW 1200
AUAAU66CGG ACCUCUCAUU 6ACCUUCUCU CA6AA6ACCC UCCGCC6UAC E6A66ACAGE GACUGUCCUC CUCUGACGGA GAUGGCGACA GAGAAGAGGC CACCUCCACU UCUGAGAUUC 
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UCCUUCCUUC UCUGASGAUC CAG6UAAACU GACUGCAUUfi AUUGAAUCCG UCCUCACCAC CCACCAGCCC ACCU66GAUG 
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AUU6CCAGCA AUUAUUAGG6 ACUCUGCUUA CCG66GA66A 6AA6CA6CSG GUGCUCCUGG AAGCCCGAAA G6CU6UCC66 GGCAACGAUG G6C6CCCCAC CCAACUGCCC AACGAGGUUG

AC6CUGCUUU UCCCCUU6AA CGUCCCGAUU 6G6AUUACAC CACCCAAAGA GGUAGGAACC ACCUAGUUCU CUAUCGCCA6 UU6CUUUUAG CAGGUCUCCA AAAC6CGG6C C6AA6CCCCA

C A6G6ACCUAA U6AGUCCCCC UCAGCCUUCC UA6A6AGACU CAA66AAGCC UAUCGCA6AU ACACUCCUUA UGAUCCUGAG 6ACCCU6GGC

UCAUUCAUCU GGCAGUCCGC UCCA6ACAUU GGUCGAAAGU UAGA6C66UU AGAAGACUUA AAAAGUAAAA CUUUAGGA6A UUUAGU6A6A GAA6CC6AAA

GGAUCUUUAA UAAAAGAGAA ACUCCAGAAG AAAGA6AAGA 6CGC6UUAGA AGGGA6ACAG A66AAAAG6A A6A6C66CGU A666CA6AA6 A6GAGCA6AA A

GGAGACAUAG A6AAAU6AGC AAACUUUU66 CCACCGUA6U UAGUGGACA6 A6ACA66AUA GACAG6G66G A6A6C6AAG6 A66CCCCAAC UU6ACAAG6A 1)





AKV «urine leukeuia v irus, couplets previral genoee

UCC66AUCCA GCACCCAGAC UUGAUCCU6C 
BH BB T B
SP AI T I

6GAUGACAUA CUACU66CCG CCACUUCUGA GCUCGACUGC CAACAA6GUA CUC666CCCU GUUACUAACC CUA66AAACC

UC666UAUCG 66CCUC66CC AAGAAAGCCC AACUUU6CCA 6AAACAGGUC AA6UAUCU66 66UAUCUCCU AAAAGAG6GU CAGAGAUG6C UGACUGAGGC CA6AAAA6AG ACU6UGAU66 
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66CAGCCUAC UCCGAAGACC CCUC6ACAAC UAA666A6UU CCUAG66ACG 6CAGGCUUCU 6UCGCCUCU6 GAUCCCU66G UUUGC6GAAA UG6CAGCCCC CUU6UAUCCU CUUACCAAAA

C6666ACUCU 6UUCAAUUGG 66CCCA6ACC AGCAAAAG6C CUAUCAAGAA AUCAAACA6G CCCUCCUAAC UGCCCCC6CC CUGG6AUUGC CA6AU1HI6AC UAAGCCCUUU GAACUCUUUG 
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UC6AC6A6AA 6CA666CUAC 6CCAAAG6C6 UCCUAAC6CA AAAACU666A CCUUGGCGUC 6GCCC6U66C CUACCU6UCC AAAAAGCUAG AUCCA6UG6C A6CU66GU6G CCCCCUU6UC 
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UAC6GAU6GU A6CA6CCAUU GCCGUUCUGA 6AAAA6AU6C A66CAA6CUA ACUAU66GAC AGCCGCUAGU CAUCCU66CC CCCCAUGCAG UAGA66CACU G6UCAA6CAA CCCCCU6ACC 
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GCUGGCUAUC CAAC6CCCGC AU6ACCCACU ACCA6GCAAU 6CUCCUA6AC ACU6ACC6A6 UUCAGUUC6G ACCA6U6GUG GCCCUCAAUC CU6CCACCUU ACUCCCUCUC CCGGAA6AAG 
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A2A0 A320
AA6AA6GACA 6CGAAA66CU G666CAGC6G UGACCACUGA 6ACC6AG6UA AUCUGG6CAA 666CACU6CC 66CUGGAACA UCU6CCCAAC 666CC6AACU GAUAGCACUC ACUCAAGCCU 
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APPENDIX D.iii
Moloney aurine leukeai. (provirai ), 5’ LTR

CCCCflCCUSU A66UUUG6CA A6CUA6CUUA i 
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11 1 21
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UUCCUGCCCC 6ECUCAG6GC CAAGAACAGA U6GUCCCCAG AUGCGGUCCA GCCCUCAGCA GUUUCUAGAG AACCAUCAGA UGUUUCCAGG
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